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ABSTRACT
EFFICIENT PROBABILISTIC REASONING USING
PARTIAL STATE-SPACE EXPLORATION
FEBRUARY 2019
LUIS PINEDA
B.Sc., UNIVERSIDAD DEL ZULIA, VENEZUELA
M.Sc., UNIVERSIDAD DEL ZULIA, VENEZUELA
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Shlomo Zilberstein
Planning, namely the ability of an autonomous agent to make decisions leading
towards a certain goal, is one of the fundamental components of intelligent behavior.
In the face of uncertainty, this problem is typically modeled as a Markov Decision Pro-
cess (MDP). The MDP framework is highly expressive, and has been used in a variety
of applications, such as mobile robots, flow assignment in heterogeneous networks,
optimizing software in mobile phones, and aircraft collision avoidance. However, its
wide adoption in real-world scenarios is still impaired by the complexity of solving
large MDPs. Developing effective ways to tackle this complexity barrier is a challeng-
ing research problem.
This thesis focuses on the development of scalable and robust MDP solution ap-
proaches for partially exploring the state space of an MDP. The main contribution is
vi
a series of mathematical and algorithmic techniques for selecting the parts of the state
space that are the most critical for effective planning, with the ultimate goal of max-
imizing performance in the presence of bounded resources. The proposed approaches
work on two distinct axes: i) constructing reduced MDP models that are computa-
tionally easier to solve, but whose policies still result in near-optimal performance
when applied to the original model, and ii) using sampling-based exploration that is
biased towards states for which additional computation can be more productive, in a
well-defined sense.
The first part of the thesis addresses the model reduction component, introducing
an MDP reduction framework that generalizes popular solution approaches based
on determinization. In particular, the framework encompasses a spectrum of MDP
reductions differing along two dimensions: i) the number of outcomes per state-
action pair that are fully accounted for, and ii) the number of occurrences of the
remaining, exceptional, outcomes that are planned for in advance. An important
insight resulting from this work is that the choice of reduction is crucial for achieving
good performance, an issue under-explored by the planning community, even for
determinization-based planners.
The second part of the thesis presents a sampling-based approach that does not
require modification of the MDP model. The key idea is to avoid computation in
states whose estimated optimal values are more likely to be correct, and rather direct
it towards states whose values (which are closely related to policy quality) can be
improved the most. The proposed approach represents a novel algorithmic framework
that generalizes MDP algorithms based on labeling, a widely used technique in state-
of-the-art planners. The framework can be leveraged to create a variety of MDP
solvers with different trade-offs between computational complexity and policy quality,
and its application to a variety of standard MDP benchmarks results in state-of-the-
art performance.
vii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The ability to form a sequence of actions for achieving a goal is one of the most
distinctive features that characterize humans. Except for the most trivial tasks, every
time we make a decision, most of us typically evoke some form of internal model—
perhaps simple and inaccurate—that predicts the consequences of our potential deci-
sions. Using predictions produced by this model, we are then able to decide the most
favorable plan of action, at least under the assumptions that the model implies. In the
Artificial Intelligence (AI) literature, this model-based approach to action selection
is known as planning (Tate and Hendler, 1994; Weld, 1999).
Most interesting real-world planning scenarios involve some form of uncertainty.
Actions may fail, sensing capabilities might be imperfect, and the environment could
respond to events in a multitude of possible ways. In general, agents operating in
the real world have to consider the possibility of unexpected events occurring. The
problem of producing intelligent behavior in these situations is known as planning
under uncertainty, or probabilistic reasoning.
In the presence of uncertainty, a planning problem can be modeled as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) (Puterman, 1994). This model has been widely used in
AI for planning (Kaelbling et al., 1998; Kolobov and Mausam, 2012) and learn-
ing (Sutton and Barto, 1998b) under uncertainty, with applications including mobile
robots (Koenig et al., 1996; Thrun et al., 2005; Hsu et al., 2006), flow assignment in
heterogenous networks (Singh et al., 2010), aircraft collision avoidance (Temizer et al.,
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2010), and semi-autonomous driving (Wray et al., 2016). Unfortunately, despite the
high expressiveness of the framework, solving MDPs is computationally demanding,
a difficulty that has limited its application to real-world scenarios.
Early MDP solution methods produced a decision (an action) for every possible
situation (or state) the agent could encounter (Bellman, 1957; Howard, 1960). In
more recent AI literature, planning methods have been refined so that only a subset
of all states need to be considered to produce optimal solutions; this is important,
since the complexity of planning is directly related to the number of states the plan
needs to account for. The pioneering examples of this refinement approach, based on
heuristic search, are the RTDP (Barto et al., 1995), LAO* (Hansen and Zilberstein,
2001) and LRTDP (Bonet and Geffner, 2003a) algorithms. Unfortunately, while these
methods can drastically reduce the number of states that need to be considered during
planning, their computational complexity is still in the order of the total number of
states in the problem, a set whose cardinality is exponential in the number of variables
that describe the problem (Littman, 1997). This is not only a theoretical concern,
since most interesting real world applications involve a large number of state variables.
1.2 Brief Overview of Solution Methods for MDPs
There is a vast body of work concerned with solution methods for MDPs, spanning
decades of research in control, operations research and planning. A comprehensive
survey of the existing work is thus outside of the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless,
we will provide a brief high level summary of the most popular solution approaches
in the planning literature; a detailed description of the methods summarized in this
section can be found in (Kolobov and Mausam, 2012). In Chapter 2, we provide
a deeper discussion on the subset of MDP solution approaches most related to our
work. Importantly, the discussion here and in Chapter 2 will be centered around
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MDPs with discrete state and action spaces, which has been the most popular model
used in planning research.
Many algorithms for solving MDPs require the computation of a value function,
which maps states to an estimate of the optimal expected utility that can be obtained
from that state; the output of the algorithm is a policy, which is a function that maps
states to actions. The two must fundamental algorithms for finding optimal solutions
to MDPs are Value Iteration (Bellman, 1957) and Policy Iteration (Howard, 1960).
Both of these algorithms are optimal, but they require computing state values for
all of the states in the MDP, a cost that is clearly not scalable, particularly in high
dimensional problems. An important improvement over these methods arose with
the introduction of Asynchronous Value Iteration (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1989).
Rather than iteratively updating the values of all states, Asynchronous VI works by
iteratively updating the value of an arbitrarily chosen state. The crucial result was
proving that this method converges to an optimal solution, as long as no state gets
starved, i.e., all states have values updated an infinite number of times.
Asynchronous VI prompted a variety of improvements to VI. Some prominent ex-
amples are Prioritized Sweeping (Moore and Atkeson, 1993), Prioritized VI (Wingate
and Seppi, 2005), and Topological VI (Dai and Goldsmith, 2007). All of these al-
gorithms attempt to find a good ordering of states for performing value updates, in
order to accelerate convergence to an optimal (or near-optimal) solution. However,
all of these methods still require an amount of computation and memory proportional
to the MDP’s state space size.
An important development was the introduction of heuristic search algorithms,
briefly mentioned in the previous section. These methods rely on a heuristic function
(an optimistic bound on state values) to direct a graph search procedure towards the
more relevant parts of the state space. Generally, these approaches consider com-
puting a plan that starts from a given initial state, and the search procedure only
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considers states reachable from that state. The search is directed by choosing actions
greedily on the current value estimates, initialized using the heuristic function. Since
value updates are only performed in the states that are visited, as opposed to all
possible states, this approach potentially results in large computational gains, partic-
ularly with accurate heuristics. The seminal methods in this area are RTDP (Barto
et al., 1995), LAO* (Hansen and Zilberstein, 2001) and LRTDP (Bonet and Geffner,
2003a). Other extensions are HDP (Bonet and Geffner, 2003b), BRTDP (McMahan
et al., 2005), FRTDP (Smith and Simmons, 2006), and VPI-RTDP (Sanner et al., 2009).
We provide a more detailed description of these methods in Chapter 2.
While generally more efficient than VI variants, heuristic search methods still suf-
fer from scalability issues. In particular, any optimal algorithm must, at a minimum,
compute an action for every state reachable by an optimal policy. This incurs both a
cost in terms of memory and time, which can be impractical in very large problems.
Attempts to address this difficulties has led to the use of abstraction (Mccallum,
1993; Ravindran and Barto, 2002; Givan et al., 2003; Li et al., 2006) and symbolic
algorithms (Hoey et al., 1999; Feng and Hansen, 2002), which seek to group similar
states and perform value updates that modify values for large groups of states at
once. However, these reduction approaches have seen limited use, as most of the
work for the past decade has focused on the development of approximate algorithms
for solving MDPs, which have scaled to much larger problems in practice.
There is a wide variety of algorithms for approximately solving MDPs. The most
popular ones in the planning literature can be roughly categorized into one of the
following general approaches: determinization, short-sightedness, sparse sampling,
and dimensionality-reduction. A common thread among approximate MDP solvers is
the use of re-planning, also known as online planning. Concretely, an online algorithm
is concerned with repeatedly finding a good action for the current state of execution,
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rather than finding a complete plan of action from the start state to a goal, requiring
no additional computation afterwards.
Determinization-based algorithms became popular in the mid-late 2000s, after the
surprising success of an algorithm called FF-REPLAN (Yoon et al., 2007) in the first
International Probabilistic Planning Competition (Younes et al., 2005). The idea was
simple: create a deterministic version of the MDP (e.g., always choose the most prob-
able outcome), and solve it with a highly efficient deterministic planner. This allows
FF-REPLAN to scale to extremely large problems, at the cost of reduced policy quality
(which can be arbitrarily bad in the worst case). To address this drawback, more ro-
bust determinization-based algorithms have been developed, such as HMDPP (Keyder
and Geffner, 2008b), RFF (Teichteil-Ko¨nigsbuch et al., 2010), FF-HINDSIGHT (Yoon
et al., 2008, 2010). Notably, a great part of this thesis is concerned with directly
addressing some of the drawbacks of determinization-based methods.
Short-sighted algorithms (sometimes referred to as myopic) work by restricting
computation to only a subset of states close to the current state of execution. The
earliest well-known short-sighted algorithm for solving MDPs is HDP(I,J) (Bonet and
Geffner, 2003b), which creates an envelope of states by following the most likely
outcomes of actions. A more recent short-sighted algorithm is SSIPP and its vari-
ants (Trevizan and Veloso, 2014). This algorithm works by restricting the search to
states reachable in a small number of steps from the current state. There is also a
trajectory-based variant that restricts the search to states reachable by trajectories
whose probability is within some predefined threshold. Chapter 5 discusses limita-
tions of existing short-sighted solvers.
Sparse sampling algorithms have recently become popular, particularly in prob-
lems in which the number of outcomes of an action is very large. The algorithms
described earlier typically rely on dynamic programming value updates, whose com-
plexity is linear in the number of outcomes. In problems in which this number is very
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large, a more practical alternative is to sample the outcomes and update values using
Monte Carlo averaging. The more popular examples of this approach are SS (Kearns
et al., 2002), FSSS (Walsh et al., 2010), UCT (Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006), and the
THTS framework (Keller and Helmert, 2013). The THTS framework, in particular, was
the first work, to the best of our knowledge, that explicitly formulated the outcome
selection problem for sampling algorithms; that is, to devise a mechanism to choose
outcomes during the search process to result in improved performance. Indeed, the
outcome selection problem is one of the central question of this thesis, and all of our
methods can be positioned as attempts to answer this question.
Finally, we briefly describe the dimensionality-reduction approach to solving MDP.
In contrast with the algorithms described above, which attempt to reduce the amount
of search needed to solve an MDP, a dimensionality reduction algorithm attempts to
represent the optimal value function (or the policy) in a parameterized way (e.g., as
a linear combination of state features), and then tries to find an optimal value for
the parameters. This changes the complexity of solving the problem so that it is
now dependent on the number of parameters, rather than the number of states of the
problem. On the other hand, the quality of the resulting policy is dependent on the
expressiveness of the value/policy representation.
Some examples of dimensionality-reduction algorithms in the planning literature
are the approximate versions of Value and Policy Iteration (Guestrin et al., 2003),
and, more generally, a wide variety of approximate dynamic programming meth-
ods (de Farias and Van Roy, 2003; Powell, 2007). In more recent years, the approach
has fell out of favor in the planning community, due to the focus on domains factored
using symbolic languages, for which the other techniques described above have worked
better in practice. Some recent dimensionality-reduction examples within this context
are the FPG (Buffet and Aberdeen, 2009) and RETRASE (Kolobov et al., 2009) plan-
ners. However, we note that the dimensionality-reduction approach is the backbone
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of the vast amount of research in reinforcement learning (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis,
1996; Sutton and Barto, 1998a), which has gained popularity in recent years after its
success in solving complex high dimensional spaces, such as the game of Go (Silver
et al., 2016), and learning to play video games directly from pixels (Mnih et al., 2015).
1.3 Summary of Contributions
In this thesis, we address the limitations of existing reduction approaches for solv-
ing Markov Decision Process, particularly, determinization and short-sightedness, by
developing efficient and adaptable frameworks for state-space exploration in proba-
bilistic planning. The result is a series of algorithmic and mathematical techniques
that consistently produce near-optimal plans with little computation. In more detail,
our main contributions are the following:
• A scalable and robust reduction paradigm for Markov Decision Pro-
cesses. We introduce the Mkl -reduction for MDPs, a reduction paradigm that
generalizes single-outcome determinization as just one extreme point from a
spectrum of MDP reductions that differ along two dimensions: i) the number of
outcomes per state-action pair that are fully accounted for in the reduced model,
and ii) the number of occurrences of the remaining, exceptional, outcomes that
are planned for in advance. For example, a single-outcome determinization
can be represented in this framework as an instance of an M01-reduction, but
more robust reductions can be created by increasing the number of exceptions
handled by the planner.
• Methods for learning Mkl -reductions automatically. A crucial insight
arising from this thesis is the fact that the choice of reduction can have a sub-
stantial impact on the quality of the resulting plans. We show that in many
problems the choice of reduction makes the difference between catastrophic and
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optimal behavior, even when using determinization. Building on this observa-
tion, we introduce two methods to automatically choose anMkl -reduction that
can be used to produce high quality plans for a given MDP. The first is a greedy
algorithm that adds a single outcome to the set of exceptions at every iteration,
stopping when the quality of the resulting plan falls below a certain threshold.
Furthermore, we show that it is possible to learn a reduction on a small problem
instance, and apply the same reduction to a larger instance to produce near-
optimal policies efficiently. The second method is an exhaustive approach for
finding determinizations in MDPs described using factored domain languages.
• Sampling-based algorithms for efficient state-space exploration. We
also introduce an algorithmic framework for solving MDPs that does not require
modifying the model used for planning. We introduce the notion of short-sighted
soft labeling, a generalized version of popular sampling algorithms that rely on
state labeling. We show that short-sighted labeling can be used to compute
approximate plans very efficiently, while still achieving deeper exploration (and
thus, better policy quality) than previous short-sighted approaches. Moreover,
our notion of soft-labeling allows us to provide theoretical guarantees, while
also improving efficiency by biasing the search. In particular, a soft labeling
algorithm modifies the transition function used for sampling, so that the search
is biased towards states for which further computation is more likely to improve
policy quality. Our experiments show that soft labeling delivers state-of-the-art
performance in a wide variety of popular benchmark domains.
1.4 Relevant Publications
The work presented in this thesis builds upon previous publications:
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• L. Pineda, Y. Lu, S. Zilberstein, and C. V. Goldman. Fault-tolerant planning
under uncertainty. Proceedings of the Twenty-Third International Joint Con-
ference on Artificial Intelligence, 2013 (Pineda et al., 2013).
• L. Pineda and S. Zilberstein. Planning under uncertainty using reduced mod-
els: Revisiting determinization. Proceedings of the Twenty-Fourth International
Conference on Automated Planning and Scheduling, 2014 (Pineda and Zilber-
stein, 2014).
• L. Pineda, T. Takahashi, H. Jung, S. Zilberstein, and R. Grupen. Continual
Planning for Search and Rescue Robots. Proceedings of the IEEE-RAS 15th
International Conference on Humanoid Robots, 2015 (Pineda et al., 2015).
• L. Pineda, K. H. Wray, and S. Zilberstein. Fast SSP Solvers Using Short-Sighted
Labeling. Proceedings of the Thirty-First Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
2017 (Pineda et al., 2017).
1.5 Thesis organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents mathematical
background, as well as a review of methods for solving Markov Decision Processes.
The review covers determinization, state-abstraction, sparse sampling methods, and
methods combining heuristic search with biased sampling. Chapter 3 introduces
the Mkl -reduction, a greedy algorithm to choose reduced models, and experimental
results. Chapter 4 presents an algorithm that combines Mkl -reductions with classi-
cal planning, allowing it to scale to problems with billions of states, as we show in
our experiments; additionally, this chapter also presents the automatic approach for
choosing determinizations using a factored domain language representation. Finally,
Chapter 5 presents our work on soft-labeling, first describing the benefits associated
with the use of short-sighted labeling, as opposed to using short-sightedness or la-
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beling individually. We then explain our general soft labeling framework, analyze its
theoretical properties, and empirically evaluate its benefits. We conclude in Chap-
ter 6, with a summary of this work and directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
In this chapter, we formally define the Markov Decision Process (MDP) and
Stochastic Shortest Path (SSP) models. We then present a brief survey of the most
popular solution methods for MDPs and SSPs in planning.
2.1 Markov Decision Process
The MDP model encapsulates a wide variety of sequential decision problems under
uncertainty. The common elements among these are the concepts of states, actions,
transition function, and reward/cost function; we will describe these in more detail
below. On the other hand, MDP varieties differ in elements such as whether the
system dynamics are continuous or discrete, or whether execution time is finite or
not (Kolobov and Mausam, 2012). In this thesis we will primarily focus on a class
of MDPs known as Stochastic Shortest Path problems (SSPs) (Bertsekas and Tsit-
siklis, 1991), which generalizes other well-known discrete MDP sub-classes such as
Finite-Horizon MDPs and Infinite Horizon Discounted-Reward MPDs (Puterman,
1994; Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996).
Definition 1. Stochastic Shortest Path problem. A Stochastic Shortest Path
problem is a tuple 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉, where:
• S is the finite set of all possible states of the system,
• A is the finite set of all possible actions the agent can take,
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• T : S × A × S → [0, 1] is a transition function specifying the probability
T (s, a, s′) of going to state s′ whenever action a is executed in state s,
• C : S×A → R is a cost function that gives the cost C(s, a) incurred whenever
the agent executes action a and the system is in state s,
• s0 ∈ S is the initial state of the system, and
• G ⊆ S is the non-empty set of goal states, s.t. for every sg ∈ G, for all
a ∈ A, and for all s′ 6= sg, the transition function obeys T (sg, a, sg) = 1,
T (sg, a, s′) = 0, and C(sg, a, sg) = 0,
Informally, in an SSP, at every discrete time step the system is in some state s ∈ S,
the agent executes an action a ∈ A, and this moves the system to state s′ ∈ S with
probability T (s, a, s′), incurring cost C(s, a); the objective is to bring the system from
the initial state s0 to a goal state sg ∈ G with minimum total cost, in expectation.
The behavior of an agent is described in terms of a policy, which in the broad-
est sense maps a history of interactions to a probability distribution over actions.
However, for optimal behavior in SSPs it suffices to consider policies that are Marko-
vian, stationary, and deterministic. That is, where the actions: are non-random
functions of the current state (deterministic), ignore the previous history of states
(Markovian), and ignore the notion of time (stationary). Under these constraints,
we can say that a solution to an SSP is a policy, a mapping pi : S → A. An
execution history that terminates at state s for policy pi, is a sequence of tuples
hs = ((s0, pi(s0)), (s1, pi(s1)), ..., (st−1, pi(st−1)), s) of pairs of states the agent has vis-
ited and actions the agent has taken in those states, plus the state s in which the
history ends. Execution histories are also sometimes referred to as trials or episodes.
The following type of policy plays an essential role in SSPs (Kolobov and Mausam,
2012).
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Definition 2. Proper policy. For a given SSP 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉, let hs be an ex-
ecution history that terminates at state s. For a given set S ′ ∈ S, let P pit (hs, S ′) be
the probability that after execution history hs, the agent transitions to some state
in S ′ within t time steps if it follows policy pi. A policy pi is called proper at
state s if limt→∞ P pit (hs,G) = 1 for all histories that terminate at s. If for some
hs, limt→∞ P pit (hs,G) < 1, pi is called improper at state s. A policy pi is called
proper if it is proper at all states s ∈ S. Otherwise, it is called improper.
Given a policy pi, we can define the value function V pi that represents the ex-
pected total cost incurred when pi is executed starting from state s. That is,
V pi(s) , E
[ ∞∑
t=0
C(st+k, pi(st+k))|st = s, pi
]
(2.1)
An optimal solution to an SSP, or optimal policy, denoted as pi∗, and its optimal
value function, V ∗, are ones that satisfy,
V ∗(s) = min
pi
V pi(s) (2.2)
and, for all s ∈ S,
V ∗(s) = min
a
[
C(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)V ∗(s′)
]
(2.3)
pi∗(s) = arg min
a
[
C(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)V ∗(s′)
]
(2.4)
as long as the following two conditions are satisfied (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1991):
• There exists at least one proper policy,
• For every improper policy pi, and for every state s ∈ S where pi is improper,
V pi(s) =∞.
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One simple and intuitive case in which the second condition is satisfied is when
C(s, a) > 0 for all s /∈ G, and for all actions a ∈ A, which is analogous to the
condition for correctness of Dijkstra’s algorithm for the problem of finding shortest
paths in graphs—the deterministic counterpart of SSPs.
2.2 Methods for Solving Markov Decision Processes
In this section we describe several methods for solving MDPs. We begin our dis-
cussion with an overview of Value Iteration (VI), one of the fundamental methods for
solving MDPs optimally. During our description of VI, we introduce several impor-
tant concepts associated with more advanced solution techniques. After describing
VI, we move on to a brief survey of several approximation methods for solving MDPs.
2.2.1 Fundamental Solution Methods for MDPs
In this section we describe Value Iteration (Bellman, 1957), a fundamental
algorithm for finding optimal solutions to SSPs that forms the basis for the large
majority of the state-of-the-art algorithms for solving SSPs/MDPs. The correctness
of this algorithm for SSPs stems from an important result by Bertsekas and Tsitsik-
lis (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1991), who showed that under the two conditions listed
above, the optimal value function for an SSP, V ∗, is the fixed point of the set of
Bellman equations,
V (s) = min
a
[
C(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)V (s′)
]
(2.5)
Although Value Iteration (VI) follows directly from the Bellman equations, it is useful
to introduce the concept of Q-value under a value function of a state-action pair,
defined as
QV (s, a) , C(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)V (s′) (2.6)
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and the optimal Q-value of a state-action pair, defined as
Q∗(s, a) , C(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)V ∗(s′) (2.7)
In simple terms, Q∗(s, a) is the expected cost the agent obtains by taking action a
in state s and following the optimal policy thereafter. VI finds the optimal value
function of an SSP by repeatedly applying the Bellman equation as an operator that
improves our current estimate of the optimal value function. Concretely, the Bellman
update or Bellman backup operator is defined as
Vn(s)← min
a
QVn−1(s, a) (2.8)
VI initializes V0 arbitrarily and iteratively computes Vn(s) for all the states in S, in
a full sweep. Convergence is defined in terms of the residual or Bellman error,
ResV (s) , |V (s)−min
a
QVn−1(s, a)| (2.9)
The algorithm terminates when ResVn , maxs∈S ResVn(s) satisfies ResVn < . The
greedy policy, piV
n
, which forms the solution for the SSP, is obtained from the final
value function V n as
piVn(s) , arg min
a∈A
QVn(s, a) (2.10)
Note that, while ResVn < , it is not necessarily the case that |Vn(s) − V ∗(s)| < 
for any state s ∈ S. For SSPs, bounding this error is complicated, as it depends
on the expected number of steps needed by the policy to reach a goal from state s.
Nevertheless, in practice, VI typically obtains optimal or near-optimal policies for
small  values. Value functions satisfying ResV <  are said to be -consistent.
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Bellman backups also satisfy an useful property, monotonicity, which means that,
∀s ∈ S, Vk(s) ≤ V ∗(s) =⇒ ∀s ∈ S, Vk+1(s) ≤ V ∗(s) (2.11)
∀s ∈ S, Vk(s) ≥ V ∗(s) =⇒ ∀s ∈ S, Vk+1(s) ≥ V ∗(s) (2.12)
A value function that satisfies the left side of Eq. (2.11) is also called an admissible
heuristic. These are commonly used to guide search algorithms towards parts of the
state space that could potentially be relevant to an optimal policy.
Before, we mentioned that VI applies a Bellman backup for all states in a full
sweep, which is sometimes referred to as synchronous VI. However, another important
property of Bellman backups is that they can be performed asynchronously. This
leads to the Asynchronous VI algorithm, which at each iteration selects a single
state s ∈ S to update Vn(s) using Eq.(2.8) (in contrast to the synchronous version,
which updates state values all at once). Moreover, states can be chosen in any order,
with the only restriction that no state gets starved; i.e., all states are backed up an
infinite number of times and infinitely often (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1989). The
importance of this asynchronous property cannot be overstated: most search-based
methods for solving SSP/MDPs can be seen as variants of Asynchronous VI with
clever mechanisms for selecting the order of state updates.
2.2.2 Overview of Approximate Planning Methods for Solving MDPs
There is a large body of research on solving MDPs and SSPs, starting with the
seminal work of Bellman (Bellman, 1957) and Howard (Howard, 1960) in dynamic
programming (from which the VI algorithm derives). In the previous section, we
discussed an algorithm that computes optimal solutions by computing optimal values
for all states in S. Unfortunately, many interesting scenarios involve a number of
states that increases exponentially with respect to the size of factored representations
of the problem domain. Consider, for instance, an MDP formulation of the problem of
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controlling wildfire propagation that models the terrain as a rectangular grid. If there
are n cells in the grid and each has two possible states (burning and not-burning),
then the number of states of the system is 2n. With a modest-sized 10× 10 grid this
already gives more than 1030 states (for reference, a petabyte is 1018 bytes).
Therefore, in this thesis we are mostly concerned with approximate methods for
solving MDPs. Among these, the large majority of methods proposed in the planning
literature attempt to reduce the number of states that need to be considered during
planning. Some of them do it by directly modifying the problem and creating a
simplified, or reduced, MDP. The hope is that the resulting problem is much easier
to solve, but that the resulting policy still performs near-optimally when applied to
the original problem. This is the case of determinization-based methods and state
abstraction methods; we devote Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 to these, respectively.
Another way of reducing the number of states to be considered is by perform-
ing sparse sampling, a technique that avoids having to enumerate all the states to
compute Q-value estimates. Instead, they sample the transition function sparsely
and perform rollouts (i.e., simulations of the current policy) and aggregate the accu-
mulated rewards in different ways (most typically using Monte-Carlo averaging) to
produce an improved policy. We devote Section 2.2.5 to this type of methods.
Finally, we conclude the literature review in Section 2.2.6, by describing a set of
sampling-based algorithms that use an alternative transition function to guide their
search (as opposed to sampling from the transition function of the problem). These
methods bear some similarities to the soft labeling framework that we introduce in
Chapter 5, and are thus an important point of reference for comparison.
2.2.3 Determinization-based Planners
Arguably, the simplest form of reduction one can do to an MDP is to completely
ignore stochasticity and assume the agent has total control over action outcomes. This
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is the main idea behind determinization-based approaches. We start our discussion
by formally defining the concept of determinization. For that, it will be useful to
introduce the notion of successor set of a state-action pair for SSPs. Given an SSP
〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉, the transition function induces a successor set of a state s ∈ S and
action a ∈ A, defined as succ(s, a) , {s′|T (s, a, s′) > 0}. We say that state s′ is a
successor of state-action pair (s, a) if s′ ∈ succ(s, a). We also refer to successors as
outcomes of an action.
Definition 3. Deterministic SSP. Given an SSP 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉, an action
a ∈ A is called a deterministic action at state s if it satisfies |succ(s, a)| = 1.
An action is called a deterministic action if it is deterministic at all states s ∈ S.
An SSP is called a deterministic SSP if all actions in A are deterministic.
Definition 4. Determinization. Given an SSP M = 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉 and a
tuple 〈Md, δ〉, a deterministic SSPMd = 〈S,Ad, T d, Cd, s0,G〉 and injective mapping
δ : Ad → S × A × S satisfying T d(s, ad, s′) = 1 iff δ(ad) = (s, a, s′), is called a
determinization of M.
In simple terms, a determinization of SSP M is a deterministic SSP, Md, with
the same state space as M, and whose deterministic actions are each mapped to a
successor of some state-action pair in M. Several of the existing determinization-
based planners use one of the following two determinizations.
Definition 5. Most-likely-outcome determinization. Given an SSP M = {S,
A, T , C, s0,G} and its determinization Md, we call Md the most-likely-outcome
determinization of M iff,
• |Ad| = |S × A|, and
• for all (s, a, s′) ∈ S × A × S s.t. s′ = arg maxs′′∈succ(s,a) T (s, a, s′′), there exists
ad ∈ Ad s.t. δ(ad) = (s, a, s′).
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Definition 6. All-outcomes determinization. Given an SSP M = {S,A, T , C,
s0,G} and its determinizationMd, we callMd the all-outcomes determinization
of M iff,
• |Ad| = |S × A × S|, and
• for all (s, a, s′) ∈ S × A × S s.t. s′ ∈ succ(s, a), there exists ad ∈ Ad s.t.
δ(ad) = (s, a, s′).
Put simply, the most-likely-outcome determinization is the one where each state-
action pair in the original SSP is replaced with a deterministic action leading to its
most probable successor. On the other hand, the all-outcomes determinization is the
one where each successor of a state-action pair has its own associated action.
2.2.3.1 FF-Replan
FF-REPLAN (Yoon et al., 2007) was the catalyst for sparking interest in
determinization-based approaches, after its surprising success in the 1st International
Probabilistic Planning Competition (IPPC) (Younes et al., 2005) in 2004. The idea
is very simple: construct a determinization of the original SSP, solve it using an ef-
ficient classical planner (in this case the FF planner (Hoffmann and Nebel, 2001)),
and execute the plan. If, during execution, a state not covered by the current plan
is encountered, the process is repeated starting from the current state. This is where
the name FF-Replan comes from.
The earliest version of FF-REPLAN, which won the aforementioned competition,
used the most-likely-outcome determinization. It works particularly well in problems
where there is a high probable path leading towards a goal, and where deviations from
this path are not too costly. On the other hand, it can completely fail to produce plans
in problems where it is impossible to reach a goal following only most-likely outcomes.
This can be alleviated by employing the all-outcomes determinization, which ensures
that FF-REPLAN produces a sequence of actions with non-zero probability of reaching
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the goal. However, both versions suffer when the cost of plan deviations are high. This
is particularly evident in problems that contain so-called dead-ends ; states from which
there is no sequence of actions that will lead to a goal. Intuitively, completely ignoring
some outcomes can make FF-REPLAN being overly optimistic about the effects of
actions, leading the agent to potentially dangerous paths with no consideration for
the corresponding consequences.
2.2.3.2 FF-Hindsight
The FF-HINDSIGHT planner (Yoon et al., 2008) seeks to mitigate the consequences
of using determinization by accounting for many possible determinizations at once.
Intuitively, when choosing an action, instead of considering the first action in a plan
that consists of a single path to the goal, it makes sense to take an action that, on
average, serves as a starting point of multiple such paths. This is the idea behind
FF-HINDSIGHT.
This algorithm takes two parameters: T , the number of lookahead steps, and W ,
the number of deterministic paths, or futures, to be considered. To select an action
for state s, FF-HINDSIGHT samples multiple futures, each of which is non-stationary
determinization (i.e., one where the state set includes time) of the original problem,
constructed by sampling action successors for times t = 1, ..., T from the original
transition function, and assigning a deterministic action for each of these successors.
Solving a future means finding a plan, using the FF planner, for the deterministic
non-stationary problem.
After solving W futures, FF-HINDSIGHT computes an estimate of the optimal
Q-value of an action by averaging the costs of the plans obtained for each of the
futures (including a large penalty for futures it could not solve). It then selects
for execution the action with the lowest Q-value estimate, and repeats the process
for the next state. By reasoning about multiple scenarios, FF-HINDSIGHT mitigates
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some of the issues associated with the use of determinization, albeit at the cost of
increasing computational cost—it requires solving W · |A| determinizations at each
state, instead of just one. Some improvements to address this issue were introduced
in later work (Yoon et al., 2010). It is also worth mentioning a recent variant of this
hindsight optimization approach that does not rely on FF but uses an Integer Linear
Programming formulation instead (Issakkimuthu et al., 2015).
2.2.3.3 RFF
RFF (Robust FF) (Teichteil-Ko¨nigsbuch et al., 2010), which won the Third Prob-
abilistic Planning Competition (Bryce and Buffet, 2008), is a planner that seeks to
construct plans with low probability of requiring re-planning, by iteratively extending
the envelope of states covered by the plan. Concretely, RFF maintains an envelope
of “solved” states, which is initialized to only include s0. The first step is to find a
plan to reach a goal from s0, by calling the FF planner, and adding to the envelope
all states in the solution path. Then, it creates a set of fringe states, consisting of
the successors of states in the envelope for which no plan has been found yet. It then
computes the probability of reaching a fringe state by using Monte-Carlo sampling. If
this probability is lower than a parameter , it proceeds to execute the resulting plan.
Otherwise, it goes back to the first step, but computing plans for all fringe states.
In this manner, the envelope is increased at each iteration, until the probability of
leaving the envelope is lower than .
While this version of the RFF planner is able to anticipate the most likely conse-
quences of its plan, it suffers from the same set of drawbacks as FF-REPLAN—the final
plan is just an aggregation of sub-plans that ignore the probabilistic nature of the
problem. A more sophisticated version of the algorithm performs Bellman backups
on the states in the envelop and uses this to inform the selection of actions for this
states; however, the computational cost of this modification can be much higher.
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2.2.3.4 HMDPP
The HMDPP planner (Keyder and Geffner, 2008b) takes a different approach to de-
terminization than the planners previously discussed. It accounts for the probabilistic
nature of the SSP by directly modifying the cost function used in an all-outcomes de-
terminization, with the goal of discouraging actions associated to outcomes that have
low probability of success. It does this by relying on the self-loop determinization of
an SSP.
Definition 7. Self-loop determinization. Given an SSP M = 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉
and an all-outcomes determinization Msl = 〈S,Asl, T sl, Csl, s0,G〉, we call Msl the
self-loop determinization of M iff its cost function is modified so that it satisfies
Csl(s, ad) = C(δ(ad))T (δ(ad)) 1.
To see why this modified cost-function makes sense, consider a (self-loop) SSP
where the only source of uncertainty is whether actions succeed or leave the state of
the system unchanged. Uncertainty is reduced in this case to the number of times
an action needs to be applied to obtain the desired outcome. The authors of HMDPP
show that the optimal value function for such an SSP is the same as that of its self-
loop determinization. Therefore, for an arbitrary SSP, computing an optimal solution
to its self-loop determinization is equivalent to optimally solving a self-loop relaxation
of the original problem.
The other difference with respect to the previous determinization-based planners
is that HMDPP does not actually solve the deterministic problem. Instead it employs
a cost-sensitive heuristic from the classical planning literature (Bonet and Geffner,
2001; Keyder and Geffner, 2008a) to get an estimate for the value of a state, hsladd.
Additionally, it uses another heuristic, hpdb, derived from an abstract and compu-
tationally tractable SSP, defined by abstracting states into patterns, which is then
1Here we abuse the notation so that C(δ(ad)) = C(s, a) when δ(ad) = (s, a, s′).
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solved using VI. The hsladd heuristic scales up well and provides guidance towards the
goal, while hpdb is harder to compute but can identify high-risk states that need to
be avoided. They integrate the heuristics in a lexicographical ordering, by obtaining
first the actions that minimize the expected value of hpdb, and among these the one
that minimizes the value of hsladd. Using this strategy, HMDPP outperforms RFF in a
number of hard problems (Bryce and Buffet, 2008).
2.2.4 State Abstraction
Another form of reduction for MPDs/SSPs is state abstraction. State abstraction
(or state aggregation) is a technique that has been extensively studied in AI and Op-
erations Research (Li et al., 2006). In this approach, planning is performed in an
abstract state space, in which the original states are grouped according to some crite-
ria, so that the space of the abstracted MDP is smaller than the original one, and thus
easier to work with. Several state abstraction approaches have been proposed in the
planning and reinforcement learning communities, for instance, bisimulation (Givan
et al., 2003), homomorphism (Ravindran and Barto, 2002), utile distinction (Mccal-
lum, 1993), and policy irrelevance (Jong and Stone, 2005).
Much of the work in abstraction methods for MDPs has focused on bisimulation,
a notion of equivalence between states that preserves one-step rewards and transi-
tions (Givan et al., 2003). This concept leads naturally to a model minimization
paradigm (Givan et al., 2003), in which states that are equivalent under a bisimu-
lation are aggregated into a single abstract state. A related notion of equivalence
is homomorphism (Ravindran and Barto, 2002), defined as a tuple of surjections–
one over states, one over actions–that also preserve transition and reward structures;
moreover, it has the advantage over bisimulation of being able to cleanly represent
state-action equivalences, which can lead to capturing coarser abstractions.
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Unfortunately, while bisimulation and homomorphism can be used to produce
MDP reductions that preserve optimality, they are computationally expensive to pro-
duce (NP-hard for some problem representations (Givan and Dean, 1997; Ravindran
and Barto, 2002)), and have seen limited use in practice. Some recent work on bisim-
ulation has focused on using a metrics formulation of the equivalence relation (Ferns
et al., 2004, 2006; Comanici et al., 2012), which significantly speeds up computation.
Yet, despite these improvements, most results so far have only scaled up to problems
with a few hundred of states, which is still not practical.
Currently, the most promising results using abstraction have been obtained in the
context of sparse sampling methods (Browne et al., 2012). Hostetler et al. (2015) pro-
posed an abstraction improvement over the FSSS sampling algorithm (Walsh et al.,
2010). Starting with the coarsest abstraction possible, the algorithm runs FSSS in the
abstract problem, and then iteratively refines the abstraction and runs FSSS again,
until time runs out. They propose a refinement procedure that encourages all states
in the same abstract class to have the same optimal action. Their method has the
same guarantees as the underlying sampling method used, but exploits the com-
putational benefits of coarse abstractions when the time budget is small. Jiang et
al. (Jiang et al., 2014) considered local approximate homomorphisms for UCT (Kocsis
and Szepesva´ri, 2006) constructed from sampled trajectories. Starting from an initial
trivial abstraction, the algorithm operates over a batch of trajectories using the most
current abstraction, updates the abstraction after the batch is finished, and repeats.
A similar work, by Anand et al. (Anand et al., 2015), introduced a more flexible no-
tion of equivalence named ASAP (Abstractions of State-Action Pairs), which operates
over AND-OR graphs, and is able to find coarser abstractions than those obtained
from homomorphism, while still maintaining optimality. They also introduce an al-
gorithm, ASAP-UCT, which interleaves tree expansion with abstraction computation
as in (Jiang et al., 2014), and show improvements over plain UCT in problems with
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thousands of states. A more recent improvement, called OGA-UCT (Anand et al.,
2016), computes ASAP abstractions incrementally as the UCT tree is built.
2.2.5 Sparse Sampling Methods
We use the term sparse sampling to refer to a class of methods that sample from
a simulator of the MDP and compute statistical estimates of action Q-values, instead
of directly using the Bellman update operator defined in Eq.(2.8). These methods
have two main advantages: i) they do not require knowledge of the transition function
and can work with a generative model of the problem, and ii) they do not require
enumerating all the successors of state-action pairs to explore the state space.
Note that in this section we will focus on MDPs where the objective is to maximize
the total discounted reward accumulated by the system over an infinite time horizon,
as this is the setting where sparse sampling methods more naturally apply. However,
the algorithms presented here can be applied to the SSP case, albeit losing some of
their theoretical guarantees. We use the notation R to refer to the reward function
(the analogous of the cost function C), and γ to refer to the discount factor.
2.2.5.1 Kearns et al.’s Sparse Sampling
The sparse sampling algorithm of Kearns et al. (2002), or SS, was the first algo-
rithm to produce near-optimal policies with no dependence on the size of the state
space. Instead, its running time is exponential in the -horizon time, where  is the
error tolerance desired. More precisely, it grows at a rate of (1/)O(log(1/)).
SS is relatively simple and we give its pseudocode in Algorithms 1, 2, and 3. The
inputs are an error tolerance , a discount factor, γ, the maximum reward that can be
obtained after executing an action, Rmax, a generative model of the problem,M, and
the initial state s0. The algorithm starts by computing the width, C, and the depth,
H, whose values are computed according to expressions that guarantee bounded error.
C is the number of successors it needs to sample at each step, while H is the depth
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Algorithm 1: ESTIMATE-Q function for SS.
input: h, C, γ, M, s
output: A list
(
Qˆ∗h(s, a1), Qˆ
∗
h(s, a2), ..., Qˆ
∗
h(s, ak)
)
of Q-value estimates
1 If h = 0, return (0, ..., 0)
2 For each a ∈ A, use M to generate C samples s′ ∈ succ(s, a). Let Sa be the
set containing these C successors
3 For each a ∈ A let
Qˆ∗(s, a)← R(s, a) + γ 1
C
∑
s′∈Sa ESTIMATE-V(h− 1, C, γ,M, s′)
4 Return
(
Qˆ∗h(s, a1), Qˆ
∗
h(s, a2), ..., Qˆ
∗
h(s, ak)
)
Algorithm 2: ESTIMATE-V function for SS.
input: h, C, γ, M, s
output: A state value estimate Vˆ ∗h (s)
1
(
Qˆ∗h(s, a1), Qˆ
∗
h(s, a2), ..., Qˆ
∗
h(s, ak)
)← ESTIMATE-Q(h,C, γ,M, s)
2 Return maxa∈a1,a2,...,ak{Q∗h(s, a)}
up to which the algorithm explores. SS works by creating a sparse directed tree of
states in depth-first fashion, sampling C successors of each action at each state in
the tree. It then propagates estimates of the actions Q-values up the tree, which are
computed by averaging the values observed for their successors states in the tree (line
3 in Algorithm 1). Note that this expression is equivalent to a Bellman backup when
the transition function leads to each sampled successor with probability 1/C.
This early algorithm already incorporated the main advantages of the sampling
approach over enumerative approaches. It’s near-optimal with running time that is
independent of the size of the state space, it does not require an explicit description of
the transition function, and it does not need to compute the values of all successors of
a state-action pair to estimte its Q-value. On the other hand, it still suffers from some
problems, particularly because it can spend a lot of time in irrelevant parts of the
tree, since there is no action selection mechanism to perform adaptive exploration—
instead it expands all actions at every state. There is also an improved version, FSSS
algorithm (Walsh et al., 2010), which uses lower and upper bounds for values and
Q-values to prune actions and accelerate the search.
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Algorithm 3: Kearns et al.’s Sparse Sampling algorithm.
input: , γ, Rmax, M, s0
output: An action a
1 Vmax ← Rmax1−γ
2 H ← dlogγ(λ/Vmax)e
3 C ← V 2max
λ2
(
2H log kHV
2
max
λ2
+ log Rmax
λ
)
4
(
Qˆ∗H(s, a1), Qˆ
∗
H(s, a2), ..., Qˆ
∗
H(s, ak)
)← ESTIMATE-Q(H,C, γ,G, s0)
5 Return arg maxa∈a1,a2,...,ak{Q∗H(s, a)}
2.2.5.2 Monte-Carlo Tree Search and UCT
A different take on sparse sampling is to use a rollout-based approach (Kocsis
and Szepesva´ri, 2006; Browne et al., 2012), commonly known as a Monte-Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS) method. A MCTS algorithm builds its search tree by repeatedly
sampling episodes from the initial state, and incrementally adding to the tree the
information gathered during each episode. Estimates of the action values are kept
throughout the algorithm’s operation, and are reused when the same state-action is
re-encountered in future episodes. These estimates can in turn be used to bias the
choice of what action to follow, potentially speeding up the convergence of the value
estimates.
Algorithms 4 and 5 outline a typical MCTS algorithm (Kocsis and Szepesva´ri,
2006). The inputs are a lookahead horizon to cut the search, H, a generative model
of the problem, M, and the initial state, s0, for which an action is required. A
MCTS algorithm iteratively generates episodes (Algorithm 5, line 1) and returns the
action with the largest observed long-term reward (function BEST-ACTION). When
the search arrives at the cutoff horizon, an estimate of the value of the state is
returned (function EVALUATE). This estimate can be obtained by using a heuristic
or by simulating a base policy for some number of episodes. In line 3 of Algorithm 4,
the algorithm selects an action for exploration, which can be done through a number
of different ways. The most popular one is the use of the UCB1 rule (Auer et al.,
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Algorithm 4: SEARCH PROCEDURE FOR GENERIC MCTS APPROACH.
input: s, d,H,M
output: The accumulated reward for this episode, R
1 If state is terminal, return 0
2 If d = H, EVALUATE(s, d)
3 a← SELECT-ACTION(S,D)
4 Use M to sample a successor s′ ∈ succ(s, a) and the reward R(s, a)
5 R← R(s, a) + γSEARCH(s′, d+ 1, H,M)
6 UPDATE-VALUE(s, a, R, d)
7 Return R
Algorithm 5: Generic MCTS approach.
input: H, M, s0
output: An action a
1 while remaning time > 0 do
SEARCH(s0, 0, H,M)
2 Return BEST-ACTION(s0,0)
2002), which leads to the UCT algorithm (Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006). The next
step in a MCTS algorithm is to sample a successor for the state and action, using
the generative model, and add the observed reward to the total cumulative reward
(lines 4 asnd 5). Finally, function UPDATE-VALUE (Algorithm 4, line 6) adjusts the
estimate of the Q-value for the given state-action pair; this will be explained in more
detail below.
In order to compute Q-value estimates and select actions, MCTS algorithms keep
counters of the number of times states and state-action pairs have been seen. Typ-
ically, this is done in a tree-structured way; that is, a different copy of a state is
maintained for each possible path leading to that state, each with its own counters.
We use the notation N(s) to represent the number of times a node represented state
s has been visited during the episodes, and N(s, a) the number of times a node
representing state-action pair (s, a) has been visited.
The UPDATE-VALUE function typically adjusts the Q-value estimates using Monte-
Carlo averaging, through the following equation:
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Qˆ(t+1)(s, a)← Qˆ(t)(s, a) + ηR− Qˆ
(t)(s, a)
N(s, a)
(2.13)
where η is a learning rate and R is the accumulated reward observed after performing
a rollout starting at s, a. Additionally, Q-values can be initialized before performing
this computation for the first time, in the same vein as done in EVALUATE. An useful
property is that, unlike dynamic programming methods that select actions greedily,
these estimate are not required to be admissible.
The performance of the algorithm depends a lot on the action selection procedure.
As mentioned before, the most popular one is the UCB1 rule, which comes from the
multi-armed bandit problem literature. This rule estimates an upper confidence bound
for the Q-value of the actions, and selects the action with the highest bound. These
bounds are computed using the equation
QUCB1(s, a)← Qˆ(t)(s, a) + C
√
lnN(s)
N(s, a)
(2.14)
Kocsis and Szepesva´ri (2006) showed that the resulting MCTS approach converges to
the optimal solution when the exploration constant, C, is chosen appropriately. Un-
fortunately, the choice of C greatly affects the performance of UCT. Nevertheless UCT
was the basis for a successful planner for finite-horizon MDPs called PROST (Keller
and Eyerich, 2012), which won the last three International Probabilitistic Planning
Competitions, in 2011, 2014, and 2018. Moreover, MCTS is an active research area
and it has recently been used in the creation of Alpha Go, the Go-playing program
that beat the human champion Lee Sedol in 2016 (Silver et al., 2016).
On the other hand, without undermining the success of MCTS methods, we high-
light the fact that these sampling methods ignore the declarative model when avail-
able, hence neglect useful information that could potentially improve performance.
In fact, some have argued that the success of UCT in planning problems is mostly
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related to their ability to use non-admissible—but accurate—heuristics, which gives
it an edge over previous dynamic programming methods (Bonet and Geffner, 2012).
Part of the goal of this thesis is to devise better sampling mechanisms for problems
in which access to a declarative model of the MDP is available.
2.2.5.3 Trial-based Heuristic Tree-Search
We conclude the section on sparse sampling approaches by briefly describing
THTS, a recent framework that generalizes many trial-based solvers for finite-horizon
MDPs (Keller and Helmert, 2013; Keller, 2015). The framework identifies the follow-
ing components:
• Initialization: Initializes nodes in the tree with estimates for the values of
states and actions.
• Backup function: Defines how value and Q-value estimates are propagated
up the tree. Examples of this are the Bellman update equation 2.8 and the
Monte-Carlo update equation 2.13.
• Action Selection: Defines how actions are selected to explore the tree (e.g.,
greedily or using UCB1).
• Outcome Selection: Defines how successors are selected for exploration (e.g.,
by sampling from the transition function).
• Trial Length: Determines if trials are stopped when a leaf node is reached or
by some other mechanism (e.g., when a previously unseen note is visited for the
first time).
• Recommendation Function: Returns an action given the current value esti-
mates and statistics gathered during the trials.
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The framework describes a generic THTS algorithm, following an outline very sim-
ilar to the generic MCTS illustrated in Algorithm 5, except that the search alternates
between visiting decision nodes (associated to states) and chance nodes (associated
to actions). The interesting insight arising from the THTS work was showing that it
is possible to produce new anytime optimal solvers2 by combining dynamic program-
ming backup updates with non-greedy action selection mechanisms. Moreover, they
introduced several backup operators to illustrate this idea, for instance the following
partial Bellman backup operator:
Vk(nd)←

0 if nd represents a terminal state
maxnc∈succ(nd)Qk(nc) otherwise
(2.15)
Qk(nc)← R(ρ(nc), nc) +
∑
nd∈succ(nc) T
(
ρ(nc), nc, nd
) · Vk(nd)∑
nd∈succ(nc) T
(
ρ(nc), nc, nd
) (2.16)
Here nd and nc represent a decision node and a chance node, respectively, whose
associated state and actions can be recovered through functions s(nd) and a(nc);
the parent of a chance node can be recovered through function ρ(nc). We abuse
notation to let R and T operate over nodes directly, as if they were the states/actions
they represent. Following this notation, it is straightforward to see that the partial
Bellman backup converges to the usual Bellman backup as long as whole tree is
eventually expanded—thus making
∑
nd∈succ(nc) T
(
ρ(nc), nc, nd
) → 1. In the mean
time, it performs backups in a manner similar to the operator used by SS (Algorithm 1,
line 3), but incorporates information about the transition probabilities of the model.
Combining this backup operator with the UCB1 action selection rule leads to the
DP-UCT and UCT* algorithms (Keller and Helmert, 2013) (the latter being a version
2Anytime solvers are solvers that are optimal with infinite exploration, but can return a sub-
optimal or partial plan if stopped prematurely.
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of DP-UCT that stops trials whenever an unvisited node is expanded)—the UCT*
algorithm formed the basis of PROST that won the 2014 IPPC.
Of particular interest to this thesis is the outcome selection component, which the
THST authors recognize as an under-explored research topic. In their work they used
the usual strategy of sampling from the transition distribution, but leave open the
possibility of devising more informed mechanisms. In the next and final section of
the literature review, we will describe the few existing algorithms (to the best of our
knowledge) that have dealt with this topic.
2.2.6 Solvers with Alternative Outcome Selection
With the exception of determinization-based approaches, all algorithms discussed
so far explore the state space by sampling from the (possibly unknown) transition
function of the underlying MDP. However, when the transition function is given, it
makes sense to instead sample states that are more informative, and use the known
probability of transition to incorporate the result into the value estimate. The algo-
rithms described in in this section attempt to do precisely this.
The first of these algorithms is Bounded RTDP (BRTDP) (McMahan et al., 2005),
an extension of the RTDP algorithm (Barto et al., 1995) that incorporates upper and
lower bounds on the state values. Instead of following the probabilities implied by
transition function, BRTDP biases sampling towards states where the gap between the
bounds is large. Specifically, given a state s and action a, BRTDP constructs a new
transition function, T ′(s, a, s′) ∝ T (s, a, s′) · gap(s′), where gap(s′) is the difference
between the upper and lower bound on the value of s′. The authors show that this
simple approach improves performance over RTDP and LRTDP.
Another algorithm that modifies the transition function is Focused RTDP
(FRTDP) (Smith and Simmons, 2006). FRTDP tries to exploit the concept of oc-
cupancy of states in MDPs. The occupancy of a state, denoted as W (s), is roughly
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defined as the expected number of steps per execution that a policy spends on s be-
fore it reaches a fringe state (one that has not been explored by the algorithm yet).
The main observation is that the policy quality is directly related to its quality at
fringe states. Therefore, when bounds on state values are available, it makes sense to
explore the fringe state that can decrease the most the gap in the value of the initial
state s0—which represents the policy’s quality. As it turns out, this is the fringe state
s′ with the largest value of W (s′) · gap(s′). However, because W (s′) cannot be com-
puted exactly, FRTDP maintains a priority value for each state, which approximates
this quantity, and selects outcomes greedily according to this priority. This approach
also shows improvement when compared to LRTDP.
Finally, the most recent algorithm following this trend is VPI-RTDP (Sanner et al.,
2009). The idea of this approach is that, rather than decreasing the variance in our
value estimates, the agent should attempt to directly improve policy quality. To do
this, VPI-RTDP performs a myopic Value of Perfect Imformation analysis (Howard,
1966; Dearden et al., 1998) to estimate what the improvement in policy quality would
be if we have perfect knowledge about each successor’s value. The algorithm then
samples from the distribution implied by the VPI scores for the successor states. The
authors report significant improvements over BRTDP and FRTDP.
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CHAPTER 3
Mkl -REDUCTIONS - GENERALIZING
DETERMINIZATION
In this chapter we introduce theMkl -reduction, a new form of reduction for MDPs
that generalizes single-outcome determinization as just one extreme point on a spec-
trum of MDP reductions that differ from each other along two dimensions: i) the
number of outcomes per state-action pair that are fully accounted for, and ii) the
number of occurrences of the remaining, exceptional, outcomes that are planned for
in advance. An interesting insight obtained from this thesis is that the choice of re-
duction is crucial for achieving good performance. We show experimental results that
highlight the benefit of planning with reduced models and the effects of the reduction
choice in the performance of the resulting plans.
3.1 A Broad Spectrum of MDP Model Reductions
We propose a new family of MDP reduced models that are characterized by two
key parameters: the number of outcomes per action that are fully accounted for, and
the maximum number of occurrences of the remaining outcomes that are planned for
in advance. We refer to the first set of outcomes as primary outcomes (those that
will be fully accounted for) and to the remaining outcomes as exceptional outcomes.
We consider factored representations of MDPs—such as PPDDL (Younes et al.,
2005)—in which actions are represented as probabilistic operators of the form:
a = 〈prec, cost, [pa1 : ea1, ..., pam : eam]〉,
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where prec is a set of conditions necessary for the action to be executed, cost is the cost
of the action (assumed to be the same in all states), and for each i ∈ {1, ...,m}, pai is
the probability of outcome eai occurring when the action is executed. The transition
function can be recovered from this representation by means of a function τ that
maps outcomes to successor states, so that s′ = τ(s, eai ) and T (s, a, s′) = pai . Note
that typical MDP representations, like PPDDL, model actions as parameterized action
schemata, each of which declares a function from objects to a grounded action. We
formalize our framework at the level of grounded actions, although we expect that,
in practice, reducing the problem at the schema level will be more practical.
For any action a, let Pa ⊆ {ea1, ..., eam} be the set of its primary outcomes. Given
sets Pa for each action a∈A, we define a reduced version of an MDP that accounts
for a bounded number of occurrences of exceptional outcomes, which we refer to as
exceptions. Note that an exception is any effect that belongs to {ea1, ..., eam} \ Pa.
Formally, a reduced model of an MDPM = 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉 is another MDP,
M = 〈S ′,A, T ′, C ′, s′0,G ′〉, where
• The set of states is defined as S ′ , S×{0, 1, ..., k}, where k is a positive integer;
• The set of actions is the original set, A;
• The transition function is defined by Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) below;
• The cost function is defined as C ′(〈s, j〉, a) , C(s, a), for all 〈s, j〉 ∈ S ′∧a ∈ A;
• The initial state is s′0 , 〈s0, 0〉;
• The set of goals is defined as G ′ , {〈s, j〉 ∈ S ′|s ∈ G}.
The transition function T ′ of the augmented MDP is defined as follows. Given
a state 〈s, j〉, the counter j represents the maximum number of exceptions, per tra-
jectory, that will be accounted for by the planner when computing a plan for 〈s, j〉.
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When j = 0, the reduced model assumes that no more exceptions can occur, so the
new transition function is:
∀s, a, s′ T ′(〈s, j〉, a, 〈s′, j′〉) ,

p′i e
a
i ∈ Pa ∧ j′ = j = 0
0 eai /∈ Pa ∧ j′ = j = 0
(3.1)
where we use the shorthand s′ = τ(s, eai ) and the set {p′1, ..., p′m} is any set of real
numbers that satisfy
∀i : eai ∈ Pa ⇒ p′i > 0 ∧
∑
i:eai ∈Pa
p′i = 1 (3.2)
For states 〈s, j〉 with j > 0, the full transition model is used, and the exception
counter is updated appropriately if an exception occurs. Thus, the transition function
in this case becomes:
∀s, a, s′, j, j′ T ′(〈s, j〉, a, 〈s′, j′〉) ,

pai e
a
i ∈ Pa ∧ j′ = j
pai e
a
i /∈ Pa ∧ j′ = j − 1
0 otherwise
(3.3)
Note that while the complete state space of a reduced MDP is actually larger
than that of the original problem, the benefit of the reduction is that, for well-chosen
values of k and sets Pa, the set of reachable states can become much smaller. This
is desirable because the runtime of heuristic search algorithms for solving MDPs,
such as LAO* and LRTDP, depends heavily on the size of the reachable state space.
Furthermore, by changing k and the maximum size of the sets Pa, we can adjust
the amount of uncertainty we are willing to ignore in order to have a smaller reduced
problem. Figure 3.1 illustrates the pruning effect that can be achieved with a reduced
model.
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Using k = 0
s0
Using k = 1
s0
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the pruning effect of an Mkl -reduction, using two different
values of k. Exceptional outcomes are marked with a red cross and reachable states
are highlighted in green (darker color for those reachable with k = 1 but not k = 0).
The value of k can be used to regulate the trade-off between computational efficiency
and plan robustness.
Building on the formulation presented above, the following definition formalizes
the concept of Mkl -reductions.
Definition 8 (Mkl -reduction of an MDP). An Mkl -reduction of an MDP is an
augmented MDP with the transition function defined by Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3),
where j ∈ {0, 1, ..., k} and ∀a |Pa| ≤ l.
For example, the single-outcome determinization used in the original FF-REPLAN
work (Yoon et al., 2007) is an instance of anM01-reduction where each set Pa contains
the single most likely outcome of the corresponding action a.
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Note that for any given values of k and l there might be more than one possible
Mkl -reduction. We introduce the notation M ∈ Mkl to indicate that M is some
instance of an Mkl -reduction; different instances are characterized by two choices.
One is the specific outcomes that will be labeled primary. The other is how to
distribute the probability of the exceptional outcomes among the primary ones when
j = 0—i.e., the choice of p′i in Eq. (3.1). In the thesis we simply normalize the
probabilities of the primary outcomes so that they sum up to one. However, more
complex ways to redistribute the probabilities of exceptional outcomes are possible.
The concept of Mkl -reductions raises a number of critical questions about its
potential benefits in planning:
1. How should we assess the comprehensive value of an Mkl -reduction? Can this
be done analytically?
2. Considering the space of Mkl -reductions, is determinization or M01-reduction
always preferable?
3. In the space of possible determinizations, can the best ones be identified using a
simple heuristic (e.g., choosing the most likely outcome)? Or do we need more
sophisticated value-based methods for that purpose?
4. How can we explore efficiently the space of Mkl -reductions? How can we find
good ones or the best one?
In later sections we answer these questions, showing evidence that anM01-reduction
(i.e., a single-outcome determinization) is not always desirable. Furthermore, even
when determinization can provide good (or even optimal) performance, a value-based
approach is needed to choose the most appropriate primary outcome per action. How-
ever, before we can attempt to answer these questions, we need a way to evaluate
the benefits of a particular Mkl -reduction. In the next section we show how, given k
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and sets Pa for all actions in the original MDP, we can evaluate analytically the ex-
pected cost of solving the original problem using plans derived by solving the reduced
problem.
3.2 Planning for More than k Exceptions
A plan generated using a reduction M ∈ Mkl is likely to be incomplete because
more than k exceptions could occur during plan execution, leading to a state that
is not included in the plan. Hence, in this section, we propose a continual planning
approach that takes advantage of the added robustness of reduced model plans, such
that it can handle a limited number of exceptions and thereby facilitate uninterrupted
plan execution.
3.2.1 Continual Planning Using Reduced Models
The terms continuous planning and continual planning generally refer to system
architectures in which plan generation and plan execution are integrated and per-
formed concurrently, in contrast to the more traditional plan-then-execute paradigm
(desJardins et al., 1999; Myers, 1999; Chien et al., 2000; Brenner and Nebel, 2009).
Building on these early efforts, our goal is to introduce a continual planning approach
for solving MDPs that is amenable to an analytical evaluation and could provide
performance guarantees. In contrast, early work on continual planning often resulted
in complex planning and execution architectures that are hard to analyze from a
theoretical perspective.
To this end, we propose a continual planning strategy specifically designed for
Mkl -reductions. A high-level version of this approach, namedMkl -REPLAN, is shown
in Algorithm 6. We use the notation P to represent the choice of primary outcomes
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for a reduction; that is, a mapping1 P : A → 2{ea1 ,...,eam}, relating each action to a set
of primary outcomes. Mkl -REPLAN relies on function CREATE-REDUCED-MDP, which
takes as input an MDP,M, an initial state, s, the chosen primary outcomes, P , and
the exception counter, k; its output is the corresponding reduced MDP, with initial
state s.
Mkl -REPLAN begins by creating a reduced model (line 1) and solving it optimally
(see COMPUTE-OPTIMAL-PLAN in line 2). This plan is then executed (line 4), and
whenever the exception counter reaches the lower bound, j = 0, the algorithm gen-
erates a new reduced model in line 6 (for reasons explained below) and an optimal
plan for this reduced model (line 7). At this point in execution there will still be an
action ready in the current plan, so we can compute the new plan while simultane-
ously executing an action from the existing plan. As long as the new plan is ready
when the action finishes executing, plan execution will resume without delay. Action
execution relies on function EXECUTE-ACTION, which receives the current state and
an action, applies this action to the system, and returns the state reached after the
action is executed, updating the exception counter appropriately. Note that, after
re-planning, the algorithm sets the exception counter of the current state to j = k,
since the new plan can handle up to k additional exceptions.
There is one complication in this continual planning process. Since the new plan
will be activated from a start state that is not yet known (when the planning process
starts), all the possible start states need to be taken into account, including those
reached as a result of another exception. Therefore, we create a new dummy start
state (line 5) that leads via a single zero-cost action to all the start states we may
1This is a slight abuse notation, since the set of possible outcomes {ea1 , ..., eam} is indexed by action
a. Nevertheless, since the intended meaning should be clear, we argue that the gain in readability
compensates for the loss of rigor.
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Algorithm 6: Mkl -REPLAN: A continual planning approach for handling
more than k exceptions
input:M = 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉, k, P
1 M ← CREATE-REDUCED-MDP(M, s0,P , k)
2 pi ← COMPUTE-OPTIMAL-PLAN(M, 〈s0, 0〉)
3 〈s, j〉 ← 〈s0, 0〉
while s /∈ G do
if j 6= 0 then
4 〈s, j〉 ← EXECUTE-ACTION(〈s, j〉, pi〈s, j〉)
else
5 Create new state sˆ with one zero-cost action aˆ s.t.
∀s′∈S : Pr(〈s′, k〉|sˆ, aˆ) = T (s′|s, pi〈s, j〉)
6 M ← CREATE-REDUCED-MDP(M, sˆ,P , k)
do in parallel
7 pi′ ← COMPUTE-OPTIMAL-PLAN(M, sˆ)
8 〈s, j〉 ← EXECUTE-ACTION(〈s, j〉, pi〈s, j〉);
9 pi ← pi′
10 〈s, j〉 ← (s, k)
encounter when the execution of the current action terminates; we then create a new
reduced model using the dummy state as initial state (line 6).
For the sake of clarity of the algorithm and its analysis, we described a straightfor-
ward implementation where the execution time of one action is sufficient to generate
a plan for the reduced model. When planning requires more time, it may delay the
execution of the new plan.
3.2.2 Evaluating the Performance of the Continual Planning Approach
Unlike existing continual planning methods (Chanel et al., 2014), the proposed
approach facilitates a precise analytical evaluation of reduced models. Let pik be a
universal plan (Schoppers, 1987) for a reduced model M ∈ Mkl —one that covers
every possible state of the reduced model M . While universal planning is considered
impractical in large domains (Ginsberg, 1989), we are using it here to propose an
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offline technique to evaluate the performance of the continual planning method in
hindsight; finding pik is not needed when solving a given problem instance using
Algorithm 6.
While the continual planning and execution algorithm does not generate a univer-
sal plan, we observe that it always executes actions that agree with pik as it conforms
to the following rule: whenever it reaches a state 〈s, 0〉 (in which no more exceptions
will be considered), it executes pik(〈s, 0〉) and, if the outcome state is s′ (as a result
of either a primary or exceptional outcome), it moves to state 〈s′, k〉 (of the newly
generated plan) and executes pik(〈s′, k〉). This is essentially what the continual plan-
ning process does, by producing online a new partial plan for any outcome of the last
action according to the previous plan.
More formally, this planning and execution approach generates a trajectory of the
following Markov chain defined over states of the form 〈s, j〉, with initial state 〈s0, k〉
and the following transition function, for any s ∈ S, 0 ≤ j ≤ k:
∀s, j, s′, j′ Pr(〈s′, j′〉|〈s, j〉) =

T ′(〈s, j〉, pik(〈s, j〉), 〈s′, j′〉) j > 0
T (s, pik(〈s, j〉), s′) j = 0 ∧ j′ = k
0 otherwise
The middle case represents the transition from 〈s, 0〉 to (s′, k), which also indicates
the transition to a new plan. Let V Mcp denote the value function defined over this
continual planning Markov chain with respect to a given reduction M . Then we
have:
Proposition 1. V Mcp (〈s0, k〉) provides the expected value of the continual planning
and execution approach for a given reduced model M , when the plan is executed in
the original (not reduced) problem domain.
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Existing continual planning methods often involve heuristic decisions about the
interleaving of planning and execution, making it necessary to evaluate them empir-
ically. The ability to derive an exact expected value for the proposed planning and
execution approach makes it easier to compare different reduced models, knowing
that the expected value is not biased by the sampling method.
3.3 The Choice of Reduced Model Matters
In this section we show evidence that a careful choice of reduced model can re-
sult in policies that have significantly better cost than policies generated by popular
determinization-based approaches. First, in Section 3.3.1, we show how this can be
accomplished by planning with more than one primary outcome (i.e., going beyond
single-outcome determinization), but without accounting for the full original model.
Second, in Section 3.3.2, we show that in some problems, the choice of primary out-
come has a large impact in the quality of resulting plans, even when using only a
single-outcome determinization for planning.
3.3.1 The Value of Going Beyond Single-Outcome Determinization
The defining property of most determinization-based algorithms is the use of fully
deterministic models in planning, entirely ignoring what we call exceptional outcomes.
In fact, even the widely used all-outcomes determinization treats each probabilistic
outcome as a fully deterministic one, completely ignoring the relationship between
outcomes of the same action. Hence, we argue that an M01-reduction is not always
desirable, and that anM0l -reduction with l > 1 could be significantly better for some
domains.
To illustrate this point—that determinization could sometimes lead to poor per-
formance relative to other reduced models—we use a modified version of the racetrack
domain (Barto et al., 1995), a well-known reinforcement learning benchmark. The
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Figure 3.2: Action groups in the racetrack domain: dark squares represent the intended
action, gray squares represent the acceleration outcome associated with slipping, and the
light gray squares represent the remaining outcomes.
problem involves a simulation of a race car on a discrete track of some length and
shape, where a starting line has been drawn on one end and a finish line on the op-
posite end of the track. The state of the car is determined by its location and its
two-dimensional velocity. The car can change its speed in each dimension by at most
1 unit, giving a total of nine possible actions. After applying an action there is a
probability pslip that the resulting acceleration is zero, simulating failed attempts to
accelerate/decelerate because of unpredictably slipping on the track. Additionally,
we include a probability per that the resulting acceleration is off by one dimension
w.r.t. the intended acceleration. The goal is to go from the start line to the finish
line in as few moves as possible.
To decrease the number of reductions to consider, instead of treating the outcomes
of all nine actions separately, we can group symmetrical actions and apply the same
reduction to all actions in the same group. The racetrack domain has three groups
of symmetric actions: four actions that accelerate/decelerate in both directions, four
actions that accelerate/decelerate in only one direction, and one action that keeps
the current speed. Figure 3.2 illustrates these groups of actions and their possible
outcomes; for each group, a decomposition is specified by the set of outcomes, relative
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small track
medium track
large track
goal
start
start
start
goal
goal
Figure 3.3: Three instances of the racetrack domain.
|S| V M1cp 〈s0, 0〉 V M2cp 〈s0, 0〉 Vˆ ao(s0)
small 239 9.22% 5.40% 126.8%
medium 2219 28.18% 7.42% 118.6%
large 24587 48.91% 11.53% 102.8%
Table 3.1: Comparison of the best determinization (M1) and the bestM02-reduction (M2)
for three racetrack problems.
to the intended outcome (shown in darker color), that are labeled as primary. In our
experiments we used three racetrack problems of different sizes (see Figure 3.3).
We compared the following two reductions, M1 and M2:
M1= min
M∈M01
V Mcp (〈s0, k〉) and M2= min
M∈M02
V Mcp (〈s0, k〉)
That is, we compared the best possible M01-reduction (determinization) of this
problem, with its best possible M02-reduction. For reference, we also report the
expected cost (estimated using 1000 simulations) of a policy obtained with an all-
outcomes determinization of the problem; we denote this cost as Vˆ ao(s0)).
Table 3.1 shows the increase in cost of these reductions with respect to the optimal
expected cost obtained by solving using the full model. In all of the three tracks con-
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Primary outcome P01 P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 P10
(not (not-flattire)) 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 28
(not-flattire) 30 10 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 3.2: Number of successful trials, out of a maximum of 50, using two different M01-
reductions on ten TRIANGLE-TIREWORLD problems.
sidered, the use of single-outcome determinization resulted in a 9% or higher increase
in cost, while the maximum cost increase for the best M02-reduction was less than
5% in all cases. Additionally, note that using an all-outcome determinization, which
cannot be represented as an Mkl -reduction, results in particularly poor performance
in this domain. To see why, consider that under the error model considered in this
example, the no-acceleration action includes a unique low probability outcome for
each possible direction the agent can move to. Thus, for instance, a planner based on
the all-outcomes determinization can potentially choose a plan that always decides
not to accelerate, since this plan has a non-zero probability of reaching a goal. Ad-
mitedly, there are techniques that can alleviate this issue (e.g., increasing the cost of
actions associated to low probabity outcomes), but the goal of the previous analysis
is to highlight the importance of the choice of reduced model, ceteris paribus.
3.3.2 Choosing the Right Outcomes
In some problems determinization works well. That is, the cost of using continual
planning with the best M01-reduction may be close to the optimal cost V ∗. However,
the choice of primary outcomes by simply inspecting the domain description may still
present a non-trivial challenge. For example, the commonly used most-likely-outcome
heuristic may not work well.
To illustrate this issue we experimented with different determinizations of the
TRIANGLE-TIREWORLD domain (Little and Thiebaux, 2007). This problem involves
a car traveling between locations on a graph shaped like a triangle (see Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Three instances of the TRIANGLE-TIREWORLD domain. Locations with
spare tires are marked in black (Little and Thiebaux, 2007).
Every time it moves there is a certain probability of getting a flat tire when the car
reaches the next location (60% in the experiments in this section), but only some
locations include a spare tire that can be used to repair the car. Note that, since the
car cannot change its location when it has a flat tire, this domain has dead-ends. We
address this issue using a well-known technique for planning in this type of problem.
In particular, we use a cap on state costs, D, and modify the Bellman backup operator
as follows
V (s) = min
{
D,min
a∈A
{
C(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)V (s′)
}}
which guarantees the convergence of heuristic search algorithms (Kolobov et al.,
2012).
This domain has two possible determinizations, depending on whether getting a
flat tire is considered an exception or a primary outcome. Table 3.2 shows the results
(number of trials reaching the goal) of evaluating the two determinizations on 10
instances of this domain. The best determinization is undoubtedly the one in which
getting a flat tire is considered the primary outcome. The resulting plan enabled
the car to reach the goal in most of the large majority of simulated rounds (from a
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maximum of 50 rounds to be solved within a 20 minutes time limit), while the other
determinization resulted in complete failure to reach the goal for (P04 ... P10).
As it turns out, the right determinization for this problem is not very intuitive, as
one typically expects for primary outcomes to correspond to the most likely outcome
of an action or to its intended outcome when it succeeds (the most likely outcome is
not having a flat tire with probability 60%.) This counterintuitive result might lead
one to consider the use of conservative heuristics, labeling the worst-case outcome as
primary. Although this would indeed work very well in the TRIANGLE-TIREWORLD
domain, it would perform poorly in other domains such as the racetrack problem.
Additionally, note that an all-outcomes determinization does not work well in this
problem either, as our experimental results with FF-REPLAN show (Chapter 4) .
To sum up, some determinizations can indeed result in optimal performance, but
there seems to be no all-purpose “rule of thumb” to choose the best one. This
suggests that a more principled value-based approach is needed in order to find a
good determinization or a good reduction in general.
3.4 A Greedy Approach for Learning Reduced Models
In this section, we propose a greedy algorithm for finding a model M ∈Mkl with
a low cost V Mcp (〈s0, k〉) for some given k and l. The main premise of the approach
is that problems in the given domain share some common structure, and that the
relative performance of different Mkl -reductions generalizes across different problem
instances. Although this is a strong assumption, experiments we report in Section
5.3 confirm that it can work well in practice.
Given k and l, every reduction M ∈ Mkl is uniquely determined by the mapping
PM : A→ 2{ea1 ,...,eam}, which associates every action with the set of its primary out-
comes. Since outcomes are indexed by the action they are associated to, this mapping
can also be uniquely represented as a set EM ≡ ⋃a∈APM(a), so that ea ∈ EM =⇒
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ea ∈ PM(a). Using this notation, finding a good Mkl -reduction amounts to solving
the following combinatorial optimization problem:
max
EM⊆E
−V Mcp (〈s0, k〉), E ≡
⋃
a∈A
outcomes(a)
s.t. ∀a ∈ A, 1 ≤ |{e : e ∈ EM ∩ outcomes(a)}| ≤ l
(3.4)
This optimization problem is particularly hard to solve due to two complications.
First, it is possible that some reductions M introduce dead-ends even if the original
MDP had none. This can happen, for example, if all the outcomes that can make
progress towards the goal are outside the set of primary outcomes, and the only path
towards the goal requires the occurrence of more than k of these outcomes. Second, as
we show below, the maximized objective function is not submodular (Nemhauser et al.,
1978), making it harder to develop a bounded approximation scheme. A function
f : 2W → R, where W is a finite set, is submodular if for every A ⊆ B ⊆ W and
e ∈ W \ B, the following diminishing returns property holds (Krause and Golovin,
2014),
f(A ∪ {e})− f(A) ≥ f(B ∪ {e})− f(B)
Submodular functions are attractive because they lead to good approximate greedy
maximization algorithms. Unfortunately, as mentioned above, the objective function
described by Eq. (3.4) is not submoduar, as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 2. The function f(EM) , −V Mcp (〈s0, k〉) is not submodular.
Proof. We provide an example contradicting submodularity, using the MDP shown
in Figure 3.5. Consider two M02-reductions M1 and M2, where EM1 = {eA1 , eB1 , eB2 }
and EM2 = {eA1 , eB2 }. It is not hard to see that f(EM1) = f(EM2) = −51, since both
reductions result in action B being chosen, with a resulting expected cost of 51. Now
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consider adding outcome eA2 to both EM1 and EM2 . Let ρe(S) = f(S ∪ {e})− f(S).
Then we have ρeA2 (EM1) = −19+51 = 31, since action A is chosen under EM1∪{eA2 }—
i.e., the full model—with expected cost of 19, while ρeA2 (EM2) = 0, since action B
is still chosen under EM2 ∪ {eA2 }. But this implies that ρeA2 (EM2) < ρeA2 (EM1) and
EM2 ⊂ EM1 , which contradicts submodularity.
Similar counterexamples can be constructed for larger values of k. Intuitively, lack
of submodularity results because the benefit of adding a particular outcome to the
reduction might not become evident unless some other outcomes had been previously
added. Nevertheless, we have found empirical evidence that a simple greedy approach
works well in practice, despite the difficulty in obtaining a bound with respect to
optimal solution of the combinatorial optimization problem described in Eq. (3.4).
Our method, described in Algorithm 7, starts with M equal to the full probabilistic
model, and iteratively removes from EM the outcome e that minimizes V Mˆcp (〈s0, k〉)
(the expected cost of the induced continual planning approach); Mˆ represents the
reduced model resulting after removing e from M . In the pseudo-code, the best out-
come to remove is denoted as eαbest, where α is the action this outcome is associated
to. This process is continued as long as: i) the maximum number of primary out-
comes is larger than the desired l (lines 19 and 21), and ii) the relative increase in
comprehensive cost with respect to the value of the full model is lower than some
threshold (line 21).
goalstart
cost =100
cost =10
cost =95
cost =5
e1
A
e2
A
e1
B
e2
B
P(e1
A)=0.1
P(e2
A)=0.9
P(e1
B)=0.5
P(e2
B)=0.5
Figure 3.5: Example showing that −VMcp (〈s0, k〉) is not submodular. Actions A and B have
cost 1.
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We use VALUE-ITERATION to compute V Mˆcp (〈s0, k〉), as doing so requires a universal
plan (see Section 3.2.2). Therefore, during this greedy process we also discard any
reduction that makes the problem unsolvable (line 12), thereby ensuring that the
value V Mcp (〈s0, k〉) remains well-defined. A reduction becomes unsolvable if any state
of the model is a dead-end (i.e., a state from which no policy can reach the goal)
under that reduction, and it is solvable otherwise.
To check if a reduction Mˆ is solvable, we perform a strongly connected component
analysis on a modified version of Mˆ . Specifically, we add an artificial initial state,
s¯0, and an action, a¯, and modify the transition function so that T
′(s′|s¯0, a¯) = 1|S′| for
all s′ ∈ S ′. In other words, s¯0 leads to all states in the reduced model with equal
probability. Furthermore, we modify the transition function so that T (s¯0|sg, a) = 1
for all states sg ∈ G′, that is, goals transition back to the artificial initial state.
As it turns out, it is easy to detect dead-ends in Mˆ by performing a strongly con-
nected component analysis on the all-outcomes determinization of this new problem
(e.g., using Tarjan’s algorithm (Tarjan, 1972)). If Mˆ has no dead-ends, then this
modified problem will have a single component. Conversely, if there is more than one
component in the problem, then there must be a dead-end state. To see why no dead-
ends implies a single component, note that having goals connected back to s¯0 implies
that any state with a path to the goal is strongly connected to s¯0; the converse is
easily proven from the same observation. Note that we added s¯0, rather than connect
the goal with the initial state, because computing V Mˆcp (〈s0, k〉) requires a universal
plan for the reduction, rather than one that covers only those states reachable from
〈s0, k〉.
Obviously, this greedy approach could be costly in terms of computation time,
since every evaluation of the objective function involves computing a universal plan
for the reduced model, and for k > 0 this is in fact more costly than solving the
original problem using value iteration. In order to overcome this difficulty, the greedy
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Algorithm 7: GREEDY-LEARN: A greedy method for finding good reduced
models
input: MDP problem M = 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉, k, l, τ
output: Reduced model M
1 EM ← ⋃a∈A outcomes(a)
2 M ←Mkl -reduction of M with primary outcomes EM
3 Vopt ← V Mcp (〈s0, k〉)
4 while true do
5 Vbest ←∞
6 α← ∅
7 eαbest ← ∅
8 for a ∈ A do
9 for ea ∈ (outcomes(a) ∩ EM) do
10 Eˆ ← EM \ {e}
11 Mˆ ← CREATE-REDUCED-MDP(M, s0, Eˆ , k)
12 if SOLVABLE(Mˆ) ∧ V Mˆcp (〈s0, k〉) < Vbest then
13 Vbest ← V Mˆcp (〈s0, k〉)
14 α← a
15 eαbest ← ea
16 if Vbest =∞ then
17 break // Removing any outcome makes problem unsolvable
18 EM ← EM \ {eαbest}
19 lmax ← maxa |outcomes(a) ∩ EM |
20 M ← CREATE-REDUCED-MDP(M, s0, EM , k)
21 if
(Vbest−Vopt
Vopt
)
> τ ∧ lmax ≤ l then
22 break
approach is meant to be applied to relatively small problem instances that can be
solved quickly, allowing the planner to learn a good reduced model that can be applied
to other instances in the same domain. The underlying assumption is that if a small
problem instance captures the relevant structure of the domain, then a good reduction
for this instance generalizes to larger problems.
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3.5 Experimental Results
In this section we present experiments for evaluating the performance of Mkl -
REPLAN, as well as the effectiveness of our strategy for learning reduced models.
Additionally, in Section 3.5.1, we introduce an anytime version of Mkl -REPLAN, to
evaluate how our approach performs under time constraints.
3.5.1 Evaluating Mkl -REPLAN
We evaluate the use of our continual planning approach,Mkl -REPLAN with several
reductions of the racetrack domain, and compare their performance with LAO* using
the full transition model; we also use LAO* to solve the reduced models. For the
racetrack problem, we used pslip = 0.1 and per = 0.05 (see description in Section 3.3.1).
We evaluateMkl -REPLAN using two possible sets of primary outcomes, one with l = 1
and one with l = 2, and values of k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} for each of them; in our discussion we
use the notation MKL to refer to the planner using theMkl -reduction. In all cases, we
used the optimal solution of the all-outcomes determinization as the initial heuristic,
which is admissible for every possible reduction of the domain.
We learned the two sets of primary outcomes using GREEDY-LEARN (Algorithm 7),
on a smaller track with 1,367 states, using k = 0 and τ = 1.05. In the case of l = 2
(i.e., at most two primary outcomes), GREEDY-LEARN found that using determiniza-
tion was within the desired tolerance (τ); therefore we used the last Mk2-reduction
found such that at least one action had two primary outcomes. In particular, the
Mk1-reduction used was the most-likely outcome determinization (outcomes o0, o5,
and o11 in Figure 3.2), and theMk2-reduction added to that the possibility of slipping
when accelerating in one direction (outcomes o0, o5, o11, and o8 in Figure 3.2). The
racetrack used in our experiments is shown in Figure 3.6, which has 34,897 states.
Table 3.3 (bottom) shows the total CPU time spent on planning (bottom), which
includes the time used to compute an initial plan, as well as the time needed for re-
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Figure 3.6: An instance of the racetrack domain.
planning. The time reported is the average taken over 500 simulations (the observed
standard error was negligible, so it’s not reported). In the large majority of cases, the
planning time is significantly shorter than the time necessary to plan with the full
model; in fact, for values of k = 0 and k = 1 this time is shorter by multiple orders
of magnitude. The only case considered in which planning with the reduced model is
slower corresponds to problem G3, where using k = 3 was slower than using the full
model.
The expected costs of the resulting policies are shown on Table 3.3 (top), which
are computed exactly using the Markov Chain discussed in Section 3.2.2. Note that
planning with the most-likely-outcome determinization (M01), while being extremely
fast, always results in more than 19% increase in cost with respect to the optimal
cost (and in one case 34.6%). Adding a single outcome, without increasing k (M02),
decreases the expected cost by at least 5% in two of the problems considered, with
marginal increase in total planning time. Notice, however, that M02 resulted in a
slight increase in expected cost for problem G3, which indicates that simply adding
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Expected Cost
LAO* M01 M11 M21 M31 M02 M12 M22 M32
G1 16.03 19.16 16.42 16.19 16.10 18.35 16.35 16.26 16.08
G2 14.96 20.14 15.51 15.12 15.03 19.28 15.40 15.15 15.01
G3 20.00 23.83 20.69 20.30 20.15 24.09 20.51 20.31 20.21
CPU Time
LAO* M01 M11 M21 M31 M02 M12 M22 M32
G1 7,610 1 26 495 3,640 5 120 1,978 7,285
G2 8,244 1 136 1,309 4,871 2 151 1,138 4,400
G3 6,813 1 126 1,723 8,093 8 489 5,306 18,501
Table 3.3: Expected cost and average planning time obtained with several reduced
models of the racetrack domain.
an outcome is not guaranteed to result in a better plan. On the other hand, increasing
k generally results in better policies in these experiments, a trend that is observed in
all the problems and with all values of k. With k = 1, the policies are always within
4% of optimal. With k = 3, the difference with respect to the optimal cost reduces
to less than 1%, even when the underlying model is deterministic (M31).
The results discussed above offer evidence that Mkl -reductions can be used to
compute near-optimal plans, and do so orders of magnitude faster than optimal plan-
ning under the full model. However, note that in these experiments the planners
were allowed as much time as needed for planning, which is not necessarily the most
practical approach. Indeed, a standard setting encountered in the planning literature
is to study the performance of a planner when there is only a limited window of time
available for planning before each action.
To this end, we evaluate an anytime variant of Mkl -REPLAN, referred to as
Mkl -ANYTIME, and outlined in Algorithm 8. As in Mkl -REPLAN, Mkl -ANYTIME con-
siders planning in parallel to action execution. However, this new anytime version
does not assume that the execution time of an action is sufficient to generate a new
plan. Instead, the planner can be preempted whenever an action is requested (line 7),
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Figure 3.7: Anytime performance of several Mkl -reductions using Mkl -ANYTIME to
solve three instances of the racetrack problem. From left to right, results correspond-
ing to G1, G2, and G3 in Figure 3.6.
and the agent always chooses an action greedily on the most recent value estimates
(line 4). Note that, as in the case of Mkl -REPLAN, the algorithm tries to create a
plan for the states that can be encountered after the current action is executed (line
5). But, unlikeMkl -REPLAN, the anytime version plans during the execution of every
action (as opposed to only when j = 0), and therefore always uses the greedy action
corresponding to 〈s, k〉.
We evaluatedMkl -ANYTIME using the same set of racetrack problems illustrated in
Figure 3.6, assuming a fixed time per action ranging from 0.05 seconds to 6.4 seconds
(increased in multiples of 2). We used the LRTDP algorithm (Bonet and Geffner,
2003a) as the underlying optimal planner, since it has better anytime properties than
LAO*. The results for the best performing reductions are shown in Figure 3.7, along
with the results obtained using the full model. The plots show the expected costs
obtained with all the reductions, averaged over 10,000 simulations, along with error
bars representing 95% confidence intervals.
As seen in Figure 3.7, in the large majority of scenarios, the best anytime perfor-
mance was obtained using k = 1, both with one and two primary outcomes (planners
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M11 and M12, respectively). Planner M11, in particular, significantly outperformed
all other planners for all times lower or equal to 200 milliseconds per action. Planners
M12 and M21 were able to perform better when the time increased, and for times of
800 milliseconds per action, or higher, the performance of M11, M12, and M21 was
comparable (M21 was slightly better in problems G2 and G3, but not at the 95%
significance level). On the other hand, planning with the full model required much
larger times per action in order to result in comparable performance (at least 3.2
seconds per action), and its performance was much worse than the other models for
lower times.
Note that Figure 3.7 does not include the results for M01, and M02. We did not
include these results to maintain clarity in the figure, but note that the observed
performance matched that shown in Table 3.3 (a straight horizontal line), which was
worse than all other planners considered. Unlike the more complex models, using
k = 0 meant that the planner could not take advantage of having more time per
action, when available.
Interestingly, to address some of the downsides of choosing a low value of k, we
experimented with a variant of Mkl -ANYTIME that leverages labels produced by an
algorithm like LRTDP. In particular, when a plan is about to be computed (line 7 of
Algorithm 8), instead of using 〈s, k〉, the new algorithm checks for the lowest value
of j ≥ k such that 〈s, j〉 has not been previously labeled as solved, and uses 〈s, j〉
as the initial state for planning. When picking an action (line 4 of Algorithm 8),
the algorithm uses the best action associated with 〈s, j〉, where j ≥ k is the highest
value such that 〈s, j〉 has been labeled as solved; if no such value exists, then it uses
a greedy action on 〈s, k〉. This means that the planner can continuously increase
k throughout execution in order to compute more robust plans. As it turns out,
this strategy is effective, and the results are illustrated in the plot labeled as M02+.
While the results are not better than those of the other reduced models considered,
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Algorithm 8:Mkl -REPLAN-ANYTIME
input:M = 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉, k, P , τ
1 M ← CREATE-REDUCED-MDP(M, s0,P , k)
2 PLAN-FOR-LIMITED-TIME(M, 〈s0, k〉, τ)
3 s← s0
while s /∈ G do
4 a← GREEDY-ACTION(M, 〈s, k〉)
5 Create new state sˆ with one zero-cost action aˆ s.t.
∀s′∈S : Pr(〈s′, k〉|sˆ, aˆ) = T (s′|s, a)
6 M ← CREATE-REDUCED-MDP(M, sˆ,P , k)
do in parallel
7 PLAN-UNTIL-PREEMPTED(M, 〈s, k〉)
8 s← EXECUTE-ACTION(s, a)
the approach has good anytime performance, and may be a good choice when it is
not clear what a good value for k is.
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CHAPTER 4
COMBINING Mkl -REDUCTIONS WITH CLASSICAL
PLANNING TECHNIQUES
So far, we have assumed that Mkl -reductions will be solved optimally using a
regular MDP solver, such as LAO*. However, in some cases it is possible to leverage
the structure of a reduction even further in order to devise more efficient planning
algorithms. In this chapter we present one such algorithm, specifically tailored to
Mk1-reductions. The approach employs a classical planner to accelerate computation
for states in which no more exceptions will be considered, i.e., states 〈s, j〉 such that
j = 0. We also introduce an approach for learning determinizations over the space of
factored domain language representations.
4.1 FF-LAO*: Leveraging classical planners
Using determinization has the advantage of making it possible to leverage highly
efficient classical planners for the solution of probabilistic problems. As it turns out,
we can also incorporate this approach into our reduced models framework, particu-
larly when usingMk1-reductions. Note that aMk1-reduction becomes a deterministic
problem for any state with exception counter j = 0. Thus, a classical planner can be
used for solving the deterministic parts of the augmented state space.
To illustrate this idea, we describe a modified version of LAO* that leverages
the FF classical planner. This solver, FF-LAO* (Algorithms 9-12), receives as input
anMk1-reduction, M = 〈S ′,A, T ′, C ′, 〈s0, k〉,G ′〉—i.e., one where ∀a ∈ A, |Pa| = 1; an
exception bound, k; and an error tolerance, . We use M to denote the original MDP
from which M is derived.
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FF-LAO* works almost exactly as LAO*1, except that FF is used to compute values
and actions for states that have reached the exception bound—i.e., states of the form
〈s, 0〉. This occurs in lines 4 and 8 of Algorithm 9, where the state expansion and test
convergence procedures are replaced with versions that use FF (Algorithms 10 and 11,
respectively). Readers familiar with LAO* may notice differences with respect to the
usual expansion and convergence test procedures. In particular, note the inclusion
of if statements in line 7 (both procedures), where the successors of the expanded
state are only added to the stack if j > 0. The reason is that states 〈s, 0〉 will be
solved by calling FF, so there is no need to expand their successors. It is possible, of
course, to remove these if statements and let FF-LAO* continue the search; in that
case, FF will be used as an inadmissible heuristic. However, this does not improve the
theoretical properties of the algorithm (neither version is optimal, due to the use of
FF), and results in higher computation times, so we prefer the version shown in the
pseudocode.
The call to FF is done in Algorithm 12 (FF-BELLMAN-UPDATE). This procedure
performs a Bellman update, as in Eq. (2.8), for any state 〈s, j〉 with j > 0, and stores
the updated cost estimate and best action in global variables V [〈s, j〉] and pi[〈s, j〉],
respectively (lines 6-7). We assume, as is common for heuristic search algorithms,
that the values V [〈s, j〉] are initialized using an admissible heuristic for M .
For states 〈s, 0〉, the FF-BELLMAN-UPDATE procedure creates a PDDL file2, de-
noted as D, representing the deterministic problem induced by M when j = 0, with
initial state s (CREATE-PDDL in line 3). The procedure then calls FF with input D
(line 4) and memoizes costs and actions for all the states visited in the plan com-
1We use the so-called improved LAO* algorithm, where the greedy solution graph is searched in
depth-first fashion, and Bellman backups are performed in post-order traversal, both for the state
expansion step and the convergence test step.
2In practice, we create the PDDL file representing M before calling FF-LAO* and store its name
in memory. CREATE-PDDL is shown for simplicity of presentation.
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Algorithm 9: FF-LAO*
input: M=〈S ′, A, T ′, C ′, 〈s0, k〉, G′〉, k, 
1 while true do
// Node expansion step
2 while true do
3 visited ← ∅
4 cnt ← FF-EXPAND(M, 〈s, j〉, k, visited)
5 if cnt = 0 then
// No tip nodes were expanded, so current policy is closed
break
// Convergence test step
6 while true do
7 visited ← ∅
8 error ← FF-TEST-CONVERGENCE(M, 〈s, j〉, k, visited)
9 if error <  then
return // solution found
10 if error =∞ then
break // change in partial policy, go back to expansion step
puted by FF (lines 5-7). More concretely, for each state si visited by this plan, we
set V [〈si, 0〉] to be the cost, according to C ′, of the plan computed by FF for that
state (line 6), and set pi[〈si, 0〉] to be the corresponding action (line 7). Additionally,
note that the estimates V [〈s, 0〉] are not admissible, even with respect to the input
Mk1-reduction, since FF is not an optimal planner for deterministic problems. Finally,
in the case that FF returns failure, we set V [〈s, 0〉] =∞ and pi[〈s, 0〉] = NOP.
FF-BELLMAN-UPDATE also returns the residual, defined as the absolute difference
between the previous cost estimate, and the estimate after applying the Bellman
equation. This residual is used by FF-TEST-CONVERGENCE to check the stopping
criterion of the algorithm.
4.1.1 Handling plan deviations during execution
For the experiments with FF-LAO* we use a slightly different continual planning
approach than the one described in Section 3.2; this new approach is illustrated in
Algorithm 13. The idea is simple: during execution, check if the current state has
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Algorithm 10: FF-EXPAND
input: M=〈S ′, A, T ′, C ′, 〈s0, 0〉, G′〉, 〈s, j〉, k, visited
1 if 〈s, j〉 ∈ visited then
return 0
2 visited← visited ∪ {〈s, j〉}
3 cnt = 0
4 if pi[〈s, j〉] = ∅ then
// Expand this state for the first time
5 FF-BELLMAN-UPDATE
(
M, 〈s, j〉, k)
6 return 1
7 else if j > 0 then
8 forall 〈s′, j′〉 s.t. T ′(〈s′, j′〉|〈s, j〉, pi[〈s, j〉]) > 0 do
9 cnt += FF-EXPAND
(
M, 〈s, j〉, k, visited)
10 FF-BELLMAN-UPDATE
(
M, 〈s′, j′〉, k)
11 return cnt
an action already computed with j = k. If that is the case, this action is executed
(line 7). Otherwise, FF-LAO* is called to solve the reduced model with initial state
〈s, k〉 (lines 5-6). FF-LAO*-REPLAN receives the choice of determinization as input
(P), and creates an Mk1-reduction accordingly (line 1).
4.1.2 Theoretical considerations
We now show conditions under which FF-LAO* is guaranteed to succeed. The
following definition will be useful: a proper policy rooted at s is one that reaches a
goal state with probability 1 from every state it can reach from s.
Proposition 3. Given an admissible heuristic for the reduced model M , if M has
at least one proper policy rooted at 〈s0, k〉, then FF-LAO* is guaranteed to find one in
finite time.
Proof. Whenever FF-LAO* expands a state 〈s, 0〉 and calls FF on this state, if the
call succeeds, the states si, for i ∈ [1, ..., L], that are part of the plan computed
by FF essentially become terminal states of the problem, with final costs set as in
line 6 of Algorithm 12, which essentially induces a new MDP in which the states
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Algorithm 11: FF-TEST-CONVERGENCE
input: M=〈S ′, A, T ′, C ′, 〈s0, k〉, G′〉, 〈s, j〉, k, visited
1 if s ∈ visited then
return 0
2 visited← visited ∪ {〈s, j〉}
3 error = 0
4 a← pi[〈s, j〉]
5 if a = ∅ then
// The test reached a state that has not been expanded yet
6 return ∞
7 else if j > 0 then
8 forall 〈s′, j′〉 s.t. T ′(〈s′, j′〉|〈s, j〉, pi[〈s, j〉]) > 0 do
9 error = max
(
error, FF-TEST-CONVERGENCE
(
M, 〈s, j〉, k, visited))
10 error = max
(
error, FF-BELLMAN-UPDATE
(
M, 〈s, j〉, k))
11 if pi[〈s, j〉] 6= a then
12 return ∞ // the policy changed
13 return error
si, si+1, ..., sL are additional goals. Since FF is a sub-optimal planner, we have that∑
i≤x≤LC
′(〈sx, 0〉, ai) ≥ V [〈si, 0〉], and thus the values of all other states 〈s, j〉, with
j > 0, are guaranteed to be admissible with respect to the new updated value of
the added terminal states. In other words, the current value function is admissible
with respect to new MDP induced by the solution found by FF. Therefore, after every
successful call to FF, the resulting set of values and terminal states form a well-defined
SSP, which LAO* is able to solve.
Moreover, in the case that a call to FF fails for some state sˆ, this state will be
assigned an infinite cost, and thus the improved version of LAO* will avoid sˆ as long
as there is some other path to the goal. Because FF is complete, any state belonging
to a proper policy will be assigned a positive cost, so sˆ could not have been part
of a proper policy for M . Thus, under the conditions of the theorem, every call to
FF transforms the problem into an MDP with avoidable dead-ends (Kolobov et al.,
2012), which LAO* is able to solve.
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Algorithm 12: FF-BELLMAN-UPDATE
input: M=〈S ′, A, T ′, C ′, 〈s0, k〉, G′〉, 〈s, j〉, k
output: error
1 V ′ ← V [〈s, j〉]
2 if j = 0 then
3 D ← CREATE-PDDL(M, s)
4 {s1, a1, s2, a2, ..., sL, aL} ← CALL-FF(D)
5 for i ∈ {1, ..., L} do
6 V [〈si, 0〉]←
∑
i≤x≤LC
′(〈sx, 0〉, ai)
7 pi[〈si, 0〉]← ai
8 else
9 V [〈s, j〉]← minaC ′(〈s, j〉, a) +
∑
〈s′,j′〉 T
′(〈s′, j′〉|〈s, j〉, a)V [〈s′, j′〉]
10 pi[〈s, j〉]← arg minaC ′(〈s, j〉, a) +
∑
〈s′,j′〉 T
′(〈s′, j′〉|〈s, j〉, a)V [〈s′, j′〉]
11 return |V [(s, j)]− V ′|
Algorithm 13: FF-LAO*-REPLAN
input: M=〈S,A, T, C, s0, G〉,P , k, 
1 M ← CREATE-REDUCED-MDP(M, s0,P , k)
2 s← s0
3 while s /∈ G do
4 if 〈s, k〉 /∈ pi then
5 M ← CREATE-REDUCED-MDP(M, s,P , k)
6 FF-LAO*(M,k, )
7 s← EXECUTE-ACTION(s, pi[〈s, k〉])
Unfortunately, as is the case for virtually all re-planning algorithms, not much can
be guaranteed about the quality of plans found by FF-LAO*-REPLAN for M. However,
as we show in our experiments, by carefully choosing the input determinization, P and
the bound k, FF-LAO*-REPLAN can find successful policies extremely quickly, even in
domains well-known for their computational hardness and the presence of dead-end
states.
4.1.3 Learning a Good Determinization
In this section we present an approach for learning a good single-outcome de-
terminization, although its main idea can also be directly applied in learning Mkl -
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reductions. The approach is motivated by the observation that many stochastic do-
mains have inherent structures that make some of their determinizations significantly
more effective than others. As illustrated in Section 3.3.2, one of such domains is
the TRIANGLE-TIREWORLD problem (Little and Thiebaux, 2007), where the optimal
policy can be obtained by planning as if a flat tire will always occur. The interesting
part is that this is true for all instances of this problem, regardless of size.
TRIANGLE-TIREWORLD is a great example of a domain where all problem in-
stances share a probabilistic structure that can be captured by a single-outcome
determinization. In practical terms, this means that it is possible to learn a determi-
nization on the smaller problems, and then use it for solving larger ones. Moreover,
one advantage of learning determinizations over more complexMkl -reductions is that
it is easier to enumerate all the possible determinizations of a domain, and that each
of these can be solved much faster (e.g., by using FF-LAO*-REPLAN).
Building on these observations, Algorithm 14 illustrates LEARNING-DET, a brute-
force approach to learn a determinization P for problem D. Given an input Ml, rep-
resenting the problem used for learning, this procedure does a comprehensive search
over the space of all of the domain’s determinizations, at the level of parameterized ac-
tion schemata. For each, we estimate the probability of success (Pi) and the expected
execution cost (Ci) of executing a continual planning approach (e.g., Mkl -REPLAN
or FF-LAO*-REPLAN) on Ml; the costs and probabilities are estimated using Monte-
Carlo simulations. Finally, we pick the determinization with the lowest expected cost,
among the ones with the highest probability of success.
There are some subtleties involved in this process. Note that both of the continual
planning approaches described here assume that there is a proper policy for the given
problem. This will most likely not be the case for many of the determinizations
explored by LEARNING-DET; in fact, under some determinizations the goals might be
completely unreachable from any state. To circumvent this, we use the same technique
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Algorithm 14: LEARNING-DET
input: D,Ml = 〈S,A, T, C, s0, G〉, k
output: P
1 {P1, ...,Pµ} ← Create all possible determinizations of D
2 forall i ∈ {1, ..., µ} do
3 M ← CREATE-REDUCED-MDP(Ml, s0,Pi, k)
4 Estimate probability of successs and expected cost of a continual planning
approach with input M , k
5 P ∗ ← maxi Pi
6 P ← Pmini Ci s.t. Pi=P ∗
we described in Section 3.3.2, where a cap is put on the maximum cost that can be
assigned to a state. While this introduces a new parameter impacting the planner’s
decisions, and hides the true impact of dead-end states, note that LEARNING-DET still
attempts to maximize the multi-objective evaluation criterion typically used when
unavoidable dead-ends exist (Kolobov et al., 2012; Steinmetz et al., 2016).
4.2 Experiments
4.2.1 Domains and methodology
We evaluated FF-LAO* and LEARNING-DET on a set of problems taken from
IPPC’08 (Bryce and Buffet, 2008). Specifically, we used the first 10 problem instances
of the following four domains: TRIANGLE-TIREWORLD, BLOCKSWORLD,
EX-BLOCKSWORLD, and ZENOTRAVEL. Unfortunately, the rest of the IPPC’08 do-
mains are not supported by our PPDDL parser (Bonet and Geffner, 2005). Addition-
ally, we modified the EX-BLOCKSWORLD domain to avoid the possibility of blocks to
be put on top of themselves (Trevizan and Veloso, 2014).
The evaluation methodology was similar to the one used in past planning com-
petitions: we give each planner 20 minutes to solve 50 rounds of each problem (i.e.,
reach a goal state starting from the initial state). Then we measure its performance
in terms of the number of rounds that the planner was able to solve during that
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time. All experiments were conducted on an Intel Core i7-6820HQ machine running
at 2.70GHz with a 4GB memory cutoff.
We evaluated the planners using the MDPSIM (Younes et al., 2005) client/server
program for simulating SSPs, by having planners repeatedly perform the following
three steps: i) connect to the MDPSIM server to receive a state, ii) compute an action
for the received state and send the action to the MDPSIM server, and iii) wait for
the server to simulate the result of applying this action and send a new state. A
simulation ends when a goal state is reached, when an invalid action is sent by the
client, or after 2500 actions have been sent by the planner.
We compared the performance of FF-LAO* with our own implementations of
FF-REPLAN and RFF, as well as the original author’s implementation of SSIPP (Tre-
vizan and Veloso, 2014). We evaluated two variants of FF-REPLAN, one using the most
likely outcome determinization, MLO, (FFS) and another one using the all-outcomes
determinization, AO, (FFA). For RFF we used MLO and the Random Goals vari-
ant, in which before every call to FF, a random subset (size 100) of the previously
solved states are added as goal states. Additionally, we used a probability threshold
ρ = 0.2. The choice of these parameters was informed by analysis in the original
work (Teichteil-Ko¨nigsbuch et al., 2010). For SSIPP we used t = 3 and the hadd
heuristic, parameters also informed by the original work (Trevizan and Veloso, 2014).
For FF-LAO*, we learned a good determinization to use by applying LEARNING-DET
on the first problem of each domain (p01), with k = 0. This choice of k was motivated
both by time considerations, and by the rationale that k = 0 should better reflect
the impact of each determinization (since FF-LAO* becomes a fully determinization-
based planner). We used a dead-end cap D = 500 throughout our experiments. We
initialized values with the non-admissible FF heuristic (Bonet and Geffner, 2005).
We ran LEARNING-DET offline, prior to the MDPSIM evaluation. Note, however,
that the time taken by the brute force search plus the time used to solve problem
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p01 with the chosen determinization was, in all cases, well below the 20 minutes
limit (approx. 2 minutes in the worst case). The remaining parameter for FF-LAO* is
the value of k. We report the best performing configuration in the range k ∈ [0, 3],
which was k = 0 for most domains, with the exception of EX-BLOCKSWORLD, which
required k = 3. Note that FF-LAO* with k = 0 is essentially equivalent to FF-REPLAN,
so any advantage obtained over FFS and FFA is completely derived from the choice of
determinization.
4.2.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.1 shows the number of successful rounds obtained by each planner in
the benchmarks. In general, FF-LAO* either tied for the best, or outperformed the
baselines. All planners had a 100% success rate in BLOCKSWORLD, so there is not
much room for comparison.
In the TRIANGLE-TIREWORLD domain, FF-LAO* and FFS had 100% success rate,
while RFF ran out of time in the last 3 problems. On the other hand, the performance
of SSIPP and FFA deteriorated quickly as the problem instance increased. It is worth
pointing out that the performances of FFS and RFF in this domain are quite sensitive
to tie-breaking—there are only two outcomes to choose from, each occurring with 0.5
probability. As the results of FFA suggest, a different choice would have resulted in a
much worse success rate. On the other hand, the use of LEARNING-DET gets around
this issue by automatically choosing the best determinization to use, a process that
took seconds. While we do note that the best goals parameterization of RFF gets
around this issue, its computational cost is much harder, so it is not obvious that it
would actually improve performance in this case (Teichteil-Ko¨nigsbuch et al., 2010).
In the EX-BLOCKSWORLD domain, FF-LAO* (with k = 3) and SSIPP significantly
outperform the other two planners, solving 252 and 250 rounds, respectively, against
187 for both FFS and RFF, and 200 for FFA. Interestingly, in this domain the deter-
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Figure 4.1: Number of solved rounds by 5 different planners in IPPC’08 benchmarks.
minization found by LEARNING-DET is not sufficient to obtain good performance; in
fact, only 3 problems had a non-zero success rate with k = 0. This highlights the
utility of doing probabilistic reasoning with FF-LAO*. Although not shown here for
space considerations, the performance with k = 1 (214 successful rounds) was already
better than all the baselines, except for SSIPP.
In ZENOTRAVEL, FF-LAO* and FFA were remarkably better than the other two
planners: they achieved 100% success rate in all domain instances, while the other
baselines failed almost all of the rounds. In the case of the determinization-based
planners, this is due to the goal becoming unreachable under MLO, so the choice of
determinization has a significant impact on performance.
Finally, we briefly mention another important state-of-the-art planner that we
could not include in our experiments. FF-H+ is a planner based on hindisight opti-
mization that has been shown to outperform RFF in the IPPC benchmarks (Yoon
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et al., 2010). Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain code for this planner even
after repeated email communication with two of the original authors; thus, our re-
sults are not directly comparable, and should be taken merely as suggestive of what
a proper comparison would show.
With that consideration, we note that the results obtained by FF-LAO* appear
to be comparable to those reported for FF-H+ on the same domains. Considering
a maximum of 30 rounds per problem, as reported in (Yoon et al., 2010), FF-LAO*
was able to solve 1,078 rounds successfully, under a time limit of 20 minutes per
problem instance (30 rounds each). Conversely, FF-H+ is reported to have solved
1,084 instances—at most—using a 30 minute limit per instance; note that the au-
thors of FF-H+ report planning times higher than 20 minutes in all cases, except
for TRIANGLE-TIREWORLD. In general, the results suggest that FF-LAO* can obtain
comparable success rate, with potentially less overall planning time. As mentioned
before, this comparison should be taken with care, but they are still suggestive of
the power of planning with determinizations that are automatically tailored to the
specific characteristics of a domain.3.
3The results reported in (Yoon et al., 2010) are not broken down by problem instance. Since
they experimented on 15 problem instances for each domain, rather than 10 as we did, we have
computed the maximum possible number of successful rounds obtained in the first 10 problems as
rounds = min{300, rounds}
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CHAPTER 5
A NEW LABELING MECHANISM FOR EFFICIENT
STATE EXPLORATION
In this chapter we introduce an alternative approach to reduce the computational
effort of search algorithms, not by modifying the transition model, but by directly
changing the algorithm sampling’s mechanisms through a short-sighted notion of la-
beling. The resulting algorithm, FLARES, achieves near-optimal performance with
very low computational effort. Subsequently, we introduce the soft labeling frame-
work, a generalization of state labeling that bridges the gap between FLARES and
the optimal solver LRTDP. The notion of soft labeling allows us to offer improved
theoretical properties for short-sighted labeling algorithms. It also results in a mech-
anism for biasing state-space exploration toward states for which computation is more
likely to improve policy quality. Our experimental result show that both short-sighted
labeling and soft labeling result in state-of-the-art performance in challenging SSP
benchmarks used by the planning community.
5.1 An MDP Solver Based on Short-Sighted Labeling
5.1.1 The FLARES Algorithm
Heuristic search algorithms are some of the best methods for solving SSPs opti-
mally, note-worthy examples being LAO* and LRTDP. These algorithms are charac-
terized by the use of an initial estimate of the optimal value function (referred to as a
heuristic, denoted h) to guide the search to the more relevant parts of the state space.
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S G
Figure 5.1: Problem with large optimal policy but small high-probability envelope
(S: start state, G: goal, scale shows log-probability).
Typically the heuristic is required to be admissible, i.e., a lower bound on the optimal
value function. Moreover, often the heuristic is required to be monotone, satisfying:
h(s) ≤ min
a∈A
{
C(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
T (s′|s, a)h(s′)
}
(5.1)
Although heuristic search can result in significant computational savings over
Value Iteration and Policy Iteration, their efficiency is highly correlated with the
size of the resulting optimal policy. Concretely, in order to confirm that a policy is
optimal, a solver needs to ensure that there is no better action for any of the states
that can be reached by this policy. Typically, this involves performing one or more
Bellman backups on all reachable states of the current policy, until some convergence
criterion is met.
However, it is common to have an optimal policy in which many of the covered
states can only be reached with very low probability. Thus, their costs have minimal
impact on the expected cost of the optimal policy. For instance, consider the grid
shown in Figure 5.1. Suppose that every time the agent tries to move in one direc-
tion, it succeeds with probability 0.7, or moves in each of the other directions with
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probability 0.1; the goal is to move from position (9,11) to position (13,11). Due to
the nature of the transition function, the optimal policy for this problem covers the
entire state space. Yet, as the color gradient shows, the (log)probability of visiting a
state under the optimal policy quickly degrades with distance to the goal, resulting
in a very small “envelope” of high-probability states, close to the most likely path
between the start and the goal. This raises the question of how to better exploit this
property to design faster approximate algorithms for SSPs.
We present the FLARES algorithm that leverages this property by combining short-
sightedness and trial-based search in a novel way. Concretely, FLARES works by
performing a number of trials from the start to the goal, while trying to label states as
solved according to a short-sighted labeling criterion. The key property of FLARES,
which distinguishes it from other short-sighted approaches, is that it can propagate
information from the goal to the start state while simultaneously pruning the state-
space, and do so without requiring a large search horizon. Intuitively, FLARES works
by attempting to construct narrow corridors of states with low residual error from
the start to the goal.
Readers familiar with heuristic search methods for solving MDPs will notice sim-
ilarities between FLARES and the well-known LRTDP algorithm (Bonet and Geffner,
2003a). Indeed, FLARES is based on LRTDP with a particular change in the way states
are labeled. For reference, LRTDP is an extension of RTDP that includes a procedure
to label states as solved (checkSolved). In RTDP, trials are run repeatedly and
Bellman backups are done on each of the states visited during a trial. This procedure
can be stopped once the current greedy policy covers only -consistent states. In
LRTDP, this is improved by pushing to a stack the states seen during a trial, and then
calling checkSolved on each as they are taken out of the stack.
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Algorithm 15: A depth limited procedure to label states.
DLCHECKSOLVED
input : s, t
1 solved = true
2 open = emptyStack
3 closed = emptyStack
4 all = true
5 if ¬(s.solv ∨ s.d-solv) then
6 open.PUSH(〈s, 0〉)
7 while open 6= emptyStack do
8 〈s, d〉 = open.pop()
9 if d > 2t then
10 all = false
11 continue
12 closed.push(〈s, d〉)
13 if s.residual() >  then
14 solved = false
15 a = greedyAction(s)
16 for s′ ∈ {s′ ∈ S|P (s′|s, a) > 0} do
17 if ¬(s′.solv ∨ s′.d-solv) ∧ s′ /∈ closed then
18 open.push(〈s′, d+ 1〉)
19 else if s′.d-solv ∧ ¬s′.solv then
20 all = false
21 if solved then
22 for 〈s′, d〉 ∈ closed do
23 if all then
24 s′.solv = true
25 s′.d-solv = true
26 else if d ≤ t then
27 s′.d-solv = true
28 else
29 while closed 6= emptyStack do
30 〈s′, d〉 = closed.pop()
31 bellmanUpdate(s)
32 return solved
The checkSolved labeling procedure has the following property: it only labels
a state s as solved if all states s′ that can be reached from s following a greedy policy
are -consistent. The main advantage of labeling is that, once a state is labeled as
solved, the stored values and actions can be used if this state is found during future
trials or calls to checkSolved.
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While such a labeling approach could result in large computational savings, clearly
checkSolved suffers from the same problem that affects optimal solvers—it may
have to explore large low-probability sections of the state space because it must
check all reachable states before labeling. To address this problem, we introduce
the following depth-limited labeling property as a way to accelerate heuristic search
methods: a state s is considered depth-t-solved only if all states s′ that can be
reached with t or less actions following the greedy policy are -consistent.
Algorithm 15 shows the procedure DLCHECKSOLVED that implements this idea: a
call with state s and horizon t visits all states that can be reached from s by following
at most 2t actions under the current greedy policy. If all states s′ visited during this
search satisfy ResV (s′) < —where V is the current value funcion—the method then
proceeds to label as depth-t-solved only those states found up to horizon t. Note
that doing the search up to horizon 2t allows DLCHECKSOLVED to label several states
during a single call, instead of only the root state if the residuals were only checked
up to depth t.
The FLARES algorithm incorporates DLCHECKSOLVED into a trial based action
selection mechanism (shown in Algorithm 16). Propositions 4 and 5 show the condi-
tions under which FLARES, and more specifically DLCHECKSOLVED, maintains the
labeling properties described above.
Proposition 4. DLCHECKSOLVED labels a state s with s.solv = true only if all states
s′ that can be reached from s following the greedy policy satisfy ResV (s′) < , where
V : S → R is the current value function.
Proof. We prove this by contradiction. If a state x is labeled x.solv = true incor-
rectly, then two things happen: i) all = true at line 23, ii) there exists a descendant
y in the greedy graph s.t. ResV (y) >  and y /∈ closed. However, this implies some
ancestor u 6= x of y in the graph satisfies ¬u.solv∧u.d-solv (line 18), which implies
all = false (line 20).
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Algorithm 16: The FLARES algorithm.
FLARES
input : s0, t
output: action to execute
1 while ¬s0.solved ∨ s0.d-solv do
2 s = s0
3 visited = emptyStack
4 while ¬(s.solved ∨ s.d-solv) do
5 visited.push(s)
6 if goal(s) then break
7 bellmanUpdate(s)
8 a = greedyAction(s)
9 s = randomSuccessor(s, a)
10 while visited 6= emptyStack do
11 s = visited.pop()
12 if ¬dlCheckSolved(s, t) then
13 break
14 return greedyAction(s)
Proposition 5. If, during the execution of FLARES, no call to bellmanUpdate(s′)
with ResV (s′)< results in ResV
′
(s′)≥ , where V and V ′ are the value functions
before and after the call, respectively, then DLCHECKSOLVED labels a state s with
s.d-solv only if s is depth-t-solved.
Proof. Proof by induction. For the induction step, note that calling DLCHECKSOLVED
on state x with all previous labels being correct, results in new labels set correctly in
line 27; this is because all the unlabeled descendants of x reachable within 2t steps
will still be added to closed, but only those reachable within t steps are labeled. The
base case, when no states have been previously labeled, is trivial, because in this case
all descendants up to depth 2t are added to open (line 18).
The assumption of Proposition 5 requires some explanation. State s can be labeled
with s.d-solv while some of its low residual descendants with depth larger than t are
not (DLCHECKSOLVED only labels states up to depth t after checking the residual on
all states up to depth 2t). Since FLARES can perform Bellman backups of unlabeled
states, and because residuals are not guaranteed to be monotonically decreasing, it
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is possible for the residual of an unlabeled state to increment above  during a trial,
breaking the depth-limited labeling guarantee of its ancestors. This can lead to a
sequence of events such as the following:
1. for some state, the algorithm correctly sets y.d-solv,
2. some unlabeled descendant z, reachable at depth d s.t. t < d ≤ 2t, stops being
-consistent, which means y is no longer depth-t-solved,
3. another state x s.t. y is a descendant at depth less than t, becomes labeled.
Note that when event 3 happens, state y is not visited by DLCHECKSOLVED (line
17). Now, unlike y, which was initially labeled correctly, x is not even depth-t-solved
at the time of labeling. Therefore, the assumption is crucial for the correctness of
Proposition 5. Unfortunately, there is no simple way fully address this issue without
resorting to some cumbersome backtracking, and no way to predict whether such
an increment will happen on a given run of FLARES. Nevertheless, our experiments
suggest that this event is uncommon in practice (it was never observed). Moreover,
we can obtain a revised labeling error guarantee during planning, by keeping track
of all states for which a Bellman backup increased the residual above , and use the
maximum of those residuals as the revised error.
Next we prove that FLARES is guaranteed to terminate in a finite number of
iterations.
Theorem 1. With an admissible and monotone heuristic, FLARES terminates after
at most 1/
∑
s∈S[V
∗(s)−h(s)] trials.
Proof. The proof follows from a similar argument to the proof of LRTDP’s termination.
Under the assumptions on the heuristic, the application of a Bellman backup always
has a non-decreasing in the value function. So, each call to DLCHECKSOLVED either
labels a state as solved, or increases the value of some state by more than . The
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trials of FLARES are guaranteed to terminate under an admissible heuristic, thus after
each trial there are one or more calls to DLCHECKSOLVED. The bound in the theorem
follows immediately from these two properties.
Even though this is the same bound as LRTDP’s, in practice convergence happens
much faster because the final values computed by FLARES are only lower bounds on
the optimal values. Unfortunately, like other methods that choose actions based on
lower bounds, it is possible to construct examples where the final policy returned by
FLARES can be arbitrarily bad. On the other hand, it is easy to see that FLARES is
asymptotically optimal as t→∞ because it simply turns into the LRTDP algorithm.
In fact, as the following theorem shows, there exists a finite value of t for which
FLARES returns the optimal policy. It is then easy to construct an optimal SSP solver
using FLARES, by running FLARES with increasing values of t until s0.solv = true,
and clearing all d-solv labels before each run.
Theorem 2. With an admissible and monotone heuristic, there exists a finite t for
which FLARES converges to the -optimal value function.
Proof. Since the state space is finite, there exists a finite value of t for which all calls
to DLCHECKSOLVED cover the same set of states as checkSolved (a trivial solution
is t ≥ |S|). Under these conditions, the algorithm becomes equivalent to LRTDP, and
is thus optimal.
5.1.2 Illustrative Example: A Simple Grid World Problem
We illustrate the advantages of FLARES over other short-sighted solvers by means
of a simple toy domain. Consider the grid world shown in Figure 5.2. The agent can
move in any of the four grid directions (up, down, right, left). After moving, there
is a 0.7 probability of succeeding or a 0.3 probability of moving in another direction
(chosen uniformly at random). The cost of moving is 1, except for some “dangerous”
cells (highlighted in gray) with cost 20; additionally, some cells have obstacles that
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25 x 100 cells
25 x 100 cells
Start Goal 1
Goal 2
Figure 5.2: Grid world illustrating the advantages of FLARES.
algorithm cost time
LRTDP 135 34.02
FLARES(0) 134.43± 0.88 1.28
HDP(3,0) 135.28± 0.82 0.62
SSIPP(64) 136.85± 0.96 10.53
Table 5.1: Results on the grid world shown in Figure 5.2.
cannot be crossed (shown in black). The grid has width 100 and height 51, for a total
of 5100 states. The start state is at the bottom left corner, and there are two goals,
one at the top-left corner and one at the bottom-right. The optimal policy attempts
to reach the goal state to the right, so that the agent avoids the dangerous states in
the top part of the map.
Table 5.1 shows the expected cost (mean and standard error) and average planning
time for each of the algorithms; the cost shown for LRTDP is the optimal cost estimated
by the algorithm. Notably, FLARES with t = 0 already returns essentially the
optimal policy, while being on average two orders of magnitude faster than LRTDP.
Although HDP(I,J) is even faster on this problem, it required some parameter tuning
to find appropriate values for i and j. The parameter settings shown are the lowest
value of i for which results comparable to FLARES(0) are obtained.
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On the other hand, SSIPP is slower than the other approximate methods, and
substantial parameter tuning was also required. Table 5.1 shows only results obtained
with t = 64, which is the first value of t (in powers of 2) that results in comparable
expected costs to FLARES(0). Note the large horizons required to find a good policy,
resulting in a very large running time, which is close to 8 times slower than FLARES(0).
This simple problem highlights several qualities of FLARES. First, although an
optimal policy for this problem must cover the entire state space, every state outside
the narrow corridor at the bottom is only reached with low probability. This is an
example of a problem where an optimal solver would be unnecessarily slow. On the
other hand, FLARES only needs to realize that the policy going up leads to a high cost,
which happens during the first few trials. Then, once the algorithm switches to the
policy that moves to the right, it quickly stops when all states in the corridor reach a
low residual error. Second, since the algorithm is only short-sighted during labeling,
but its trials are unrestricted, it can quickly account for the dangerous states far away
from the start. This is the reason why t = 0 can already generate good policies. On
the other hand, limiting the search to states close to the start, requires larger horizons
to achieve comparable results.
5.2 Soft Labeling in SSPs
In this section we introduce soft-labeling, a generalization of the short-sighted
labeling approach underlying FLARES, which is also able to capture the behavior of
an optimal labeling algorithm such as LRTDP.
5.2.1 Generalizing Labeling
Labeling in SSPs can be interpreted as an outcome selection mechanism (Keller
and Helmert, 2013) that continually modifies the transition function used for sampling
states during planning. Specifically, it modifies the probabilities of sampling successor
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states guaranteed to remain -consistent, making these probabilities equal to zero. We
introduce a generalization of this idea, which we call soft labeling, in which a label
is interpreted a probabilistic factor that modifies the transition function used for
sampling. We begin formalizing the notion of soft labeling by introducing a few key
definitions.
Definition 9. Deterministic policy graph rooted at a state. Given an SSP
M = 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉 and a state s ∈ S, the deterministic policy graph rooted at
state s is a directed graph Gs,pi = (Ss,pi, Epi), where the set of vertices, Ss,pi, is the
set of all states reachable from s by following policy pi, and Epi is a set of edges
{〈s′, s′′〉 | T (s′, pi(s′), s′′) > 0}.
That is, Gs,pi is a directed graph containing a vertex for every state reachable from
s following policy pi, and an edge connecting two states whenever one is a possible
outcome of the other under pi.
Definition 10. Weighted distance between states. Let M = 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉
be an SSP and s a state in S. Furthermore, let G(w)s,pi be the deterministic policy graph,
weighted with a function w : Epi → R+0 that assigns a non-negative weight to each
edge. Then, the weighted distance between s and s′ ∈ S\{s}, δ(s, s′) is the total weight
of the deterministic shortest path between s and s′ in the weighted deterministic policy
graph. When s = s′, δ(s, s′) , 0.
This notion of weighted distance allows us to characterize different measures of
short-sightedness using a single notation. For example, the most common—depth-
based—form, which we used in the FLARES algorithm, can be represented by assigning
w(〈s, s′〉) = 1 to every edge in G(w)s,pi . Additionally, we can represent other forms of
short-sightedness based on trajectory probabilities (Trevizan and Veloso, 2014), using
w(〈s, s′〉) = − log2 T (s, pi(s), s′) (5.2)
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or plausibilities (Bonet and Geffner, 2003b), using
w(〈s, s′〉) =
⌊
− log2
( T (s, pi(s), s′)
maxs′′ T (s, pi(s), s′′)
)⌋
(5.3)
Given a weight function, w, we define the -distance of state s, d(s), as the shortest
weighted distance from s to a state that is not -consistent.
Definition 11. -distance of a state. Let M = 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉 be an SSP, s
a state in S, and G(w)s,pi be the weighted deterministic policy graph. Furthermore, let
V : S → R be a value function. The -distance of state s, d(s), is defined as d ,
mins′∈S+s δ(s, s
′), where S+s , {s′ ∈ Ss,pi | ResV (s) > }, and d =∞ if S+s = ∅.
Note that d(s) generally depends on the weight function as well as the current
policy and value function. For the sake of clarity, we omit these details from the
notation, but we make sure that in the rest of this chapter the correct conditions
are clear from the context. Figure 5.3 illustrates the -distance of a few states on a
small SSP, using a depth-based weight function. Assuming  = 0.1, the red edges
illustrates the path to the state at the shortest weighted distance from A (G), using
w(〈s, s′〉) = 1, which results in d(A) = 2. The blue path shows the corresponding
path (to state H) when w is defined as in (5.2), resulting in d(A) = 0.46.
We can use the concept of -distance to provide a concise definition of the typical
criterion for labeling states in SSPs solvers (Bonet and Geffner, 2003a): a state s
should be labeled only if d(s) = ∞ under the current value function V and a greedy
policy over V (irrespective of the weight function used). Additionally, the depth-
based short-sighted labeling criterion of FLARES can be described as: a state s should
be labeled only if d(s) ≥ t, where t is an input parameter and the -distance is
conditioned on the current value function V , a greedy policy pi over V , and w(e) = 1
for every edge in the deterministic policy graph.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the -distance of a state under a given policy, for two
different distance functions.
Both of these labeling criteria consider states “solved” once they are labeled.
In practice, this means that trial-based algorithms using labeling (e.g., LRTDP or
FLARES) stop trials as soon as they encounter labeled states. We can describe this
process via a sampling function, σ : S×A×S+ → [0, 1], such that σ(s, a, s′) represents
the probability that a trial continues in state s′ if action a is chosen when visiting
state s. We use the notation S+ , S ∪{sˆ}, where sˆ is a dummy state that represents
that the current trial stops. Note that σ only affects the algorithm’s choice of explored
states, not the computation of values using (2.8).
Building on this notation, we can represent labeling-based sampling via
σ(s, a, s′) =

(
1− L(s′)) · T (s, a, s′) if s′ ∈ S∑
x∈S L(x) · T (s, a, x) if s′ = sˆ
(5.4)
where the label, L, is a factor that alters the probability of a trial continuing at a
given successor state.
This definition of labeling generalizes existing forms of labeling, which can be
recovered from (5.4) with appropriate definitions of L. For example, to recover the
labeling used in LRTDP, L should be defined as
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L(s′) , [d(s′) =∞] (5.5)
where d(s
′) is conditioned on the current value function V , the greedy policy over
V , and an arbitrary weighting function w; [·] denotes an Iverson bracket. For the
depth-based short-sighted labeling used in FLARES, the label is
L(s′) , [∀s′′ ∈ Ss′,pi ∩ {x : δ(〈s′, s′′〉) ≤ t)}, d(s′′) ≥ t] (5.6)
where d(s
′′) is conditioned on V , its associated greedy policy pi, and the weight
function w(〈s, s′〉) = 1. While this labeling function might seem overly complicated,
in later sections we show that we can generalize this behavior by means of a generic
procedure for estimating -distances, while letting the labeling functions be directly
dependent only on the estimated value of d(s
′).
5.2.2 Soft Labeling
Algorithm 17 presents a generic trial-based solver based on the soft labeling frame-
work described above. The algorithm receives a labeling function, L, a weight function
used to compute distances, w, the residual tolerance to be used, , the number of tri-
als to perform, n, and a vector with additional parameters, θ (e.g., the horizon t in
FLARES).
The algorithm starts by initializing -distances of all states (line 1)1. Typically,
-distances should be initialized so that L(s) = 0 (e.g., by setting d(s) to −∞), but
we allow room for other possibilities, such as keeping -distances computed during
previous calls to the solver on the same input problem. The algorithm functions in a
manner much similar to LRTDP, with the following differences:
1In practice this should be done lazily, i.e., whenever a state’s -distance needs to be used the first
time. We explicitly include it here to highlight the prominent role -distances play on the algorithm.
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• The label s.SOLVED is replaced by a sample [x ∼ Bernoulli(L(s)) = 1] (see
lines 13 and 18). This choice is consistent with the probabilistic interpretation
of L, and will become more relevant when we introduce soft versions of L.
• The states sampled during the trials (line 12) are sampled according to (5.4)
(function SAMPLE-FROM-SIGMA).
• The call to CHECK-SOLVED(s) is replaced with ESTIMATE--distance(s) (line
17) . The objective of this function is to explore states in Ss,pi, where pi is
the greedy policy on the current value estimates, and estimate -distances for s
(and possibly for other states in the graph). The function receives the distance
function to be used, w, and any additional parameters necessary, θ.
Algorithm 17: A generic soft labeling trial-based algorithm based on RTDP.
SOFT-LABELED-RTDP
input :M = 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉,L, w, , n, θ
output : an action to execute
1 ∀s ∈ S, d(s)← INITIALIZE--DISTANCE(s)
2 i← 0
3 while i < n do
4 i← i+ 1
5 s = s0
6 visited← EMPTY-STACK
7 while true do
8 visited.PUSH(s)
9 if s ∈ G then break
10 BELLMAN-UPDATE(s)
11 a← GREEDY-ACTION(s)
12 s← SAMPLE-FROM-SIGMA(s, a, T ,L, d)
13 if [x ∼ Bernoulli(L(s)) = 1] then
14 break
15 while visited 6= EMPTY-STACK do
16 s← visited.POP()
17 d← ESTIMATE--distance(M, s, w, θ)
18 if [x ∼ Bernoulli(L(s)) = 0] then
19 break
20 return GREEDY-ACTION(s0)
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Algorithm 18: A depth limited procedure to compute -distances.
ESTIMATE--distance
input :M = 〈S,A, T , C, s0,G〉, s, w, , ψ, t
1 no-high-res← true
2 open← EMPTY-STACK
3 closed← EMPTY-STACK
4 all← true
5 z ∼ Bernoulli(ψ)
6 h← [z = 0] · t+ [z = 1] · ∞
7 if [x ∼ Bernoulli(L(s)) = 1] then
8 open.PUSH(〈s, 0〉)
9 while open 6= EMPTY-STACK do
10 〈s, d〉 ← open.POP()
11 if d > 2h then
12 all← false
13 continue
14 closed.PUSH(〈s, d〉)
15 if s.RESIDUAL() >  then
16 no-high-res ← false
17 a← GREEDY-ACTION(s)
18 for s′ ∈ {s′ ∈ S| T (s, a, s′) > 0} do
19 if
(
[x ∼ Bernoulli(L(s)) = 0]
∨ h =∞) ∧ s′ /∈ closed then
20 open.PUSH
(〈
s′, d+ w(〈s, s′〉)〉)
21 else if d(s
′) 6=∞∧ s′ /∈ closed then
22 all = false
23 if no-high-res then
24 for 〈s′, d〉 ∈ closed do
25 if all then
26 d(s
′) =∞
27 else if d ≤ t then
28 d(s
′) = t− d
29 else
30 while closed 6= EMPTY-STACK do
31 〈s′, d〉 = closed.POP()
32 BELLMAN-UPDATE(s)
This generic SOFT-LRTDP algorithm generalizes LRTDP and FLARES, as long as
ESTIMATE--distance(s) is instantiated appropriately. For example, for obtaining
LRTDP, it needs to explore all states in s′ ∈ Ss,pi, and set d(s′)←∞ iff ResV (s′) ≤ 
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for all s′. For obtaining FLARES, we can implement ESTIMATE--distanceas a short-
sighted version of CHECK-SOLVED(s) that: i) limits the search to depth 2t, and ii)
sets d(s
′) = t for any s′ found up to depth t iff all states explored satisfy ResV (s′) ≤
. Moreover, this framework allows extensions of FLARES that use other distance
measures, such as trajectory probabilities.
Although reformulating existing algorithms in this light is somewhat interesting,
it does not immediately result in drastically different solution methods for SSPs.
However, as we show next, the real power of this framework is that it directly implies
a family of labeling mechanisms that achieve the computational efficiency of FLARES,
while still maintaining theoretical guarantees of performance. The main insight is
to realize that there is nothing forcing us to use an indicator function for L; in
fact, we can use any arbitrary function L : S → [0, 1]. We refer to the resulting
outcome selection approach as soft labeling because it allows the labeling function,
L, to deter—but not prevent—a state from being explored.
The use of soft labeling has important theoretical advantages over FLARES. In
particular, Theorem 3 shows conditions under which SOFT-LRTDP can produce opti-
mal policies, by operating similarly to RTDP. Further, Theorem 4 shows conditions
on ESTIMATE--distance under which the algorithm converges to -consistent values
with high probability, thus operating similarly to LRTDP. Note that, crucially, the use
of ψ in Theorem 4 implies the existence of a wide spectrum of short-sighted labeling
strategies that allow SOFT-LRTDP to bridge the gap between RTDP and LRTDP.
Theorem 3. Given, i) a labeling function L such that ∀s′ ∈ S,L(s′) < η < 1, for
some fixed η, and ii) an implementation of ESTIMATE--distance(s) that only changes
state values through Bellman backups, and iii) an admissible initial value function,
then repeated trials of Algorithm 17 eventually yield optimal values over all states
reachable by a greedy policy on the states values.
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Proof. This follows from the optimality of asynchronous value iteration and RTDP
(Barto et al., 1995). Conditions i-iii) ensure that SOFT-LRTDP operates like RTDP,
with the only difference being the sampling probabilities used during the trials. Re-
stricting L(s′) < η < 1 guarantees that repeated trials can visit states in any optimal
policy an infinitely often.
Theorem 4. Consider, i) a labeling function L such that L(s′) = 1 iff d(s′) =∞; ii)
an implementation of ESTIMATE--distance(s) that sets d(s
′) =∞ iff S+s′ = ∅, only
changes state values through Bellman backups, and with probability ψ > 0 it explores
all states in Ss,pi; and iii) an admissible initial value function. Then, under conditions
i-iii) and for any 0 < p < 1, there exists a value Np > 0 s.t. the probability that Np
trials of Algorithm 17 yield -consistent values over all states reachable by the greedy
policy is higher than p.
Proof. Under conditions i-iii) there is a probability ψ that ESTIMATE--distance op-
erates exactly like the CHECK-SOLVED function of LRTDP. Suppose SOFT-FLARES
never terminates under these conditions when n → ∞. Then, there must be a state
si such that ESTIMATE--distance(si) is called an infinite number of times. Also,
following Bonet and Geffner (Bonet and Geffner, 2003a), there is a finite number of
calls to CHECK-SOLVED(si) after which S+si = ∅. This maximum number of calls to
CHECK-SOLVED(si) is bounded by
C = −1
∑
s∈S
V ∗(s)− h(s) (5.7)
where h(s) is the initial admissible value function. Because ψ > 0, we can then bound
the probability that after n calls to ESTIMATE--distance(si), S+si 6= ∅. Let X be the
random variable representing the total number of calls to ESTIMATE--distance(si)
that are equivalent to CHECK-SOLVED(si). Then, by applying Chernoff bound,
Pr(X ≤ C) ≤ exp{− (nψ − C)2/2nψ} (5.8)
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Thus, for any 0 < q < 1, we have that, as long as Nq −
√
2Nqψ log 1/q > C, then Nq
calls ensure Pr(X ≤ C) < q. Together with conditions i-ii), this implies that after
Nq calls to ESTIMATE--distance, si will be labeled L(si) = 1 with probability higher
than q. Moreover, since q can be arbitrarily small and the number of states is finite,
this implies that for any probability p < q there is a number of SOFT-FLARES trials,
Np, after which L(s0) = 1.
Next, we provide a short-sighted implementation of ESTIMATE--distance(s),
which, coupled with appropriate labeling functions, satisfies the conditions of Theo-
rem 4. This implementation is outlined in Algorithm 18.
Algorithm 18 closely follows the labeling procedure of FLARES, with some major
differences. First, as in Algorithm 17, all boolean label checks have been replaced
by Bernoulli trials with probability L(s) (lines 7 an 19). Second, labeling is done by
modifying the -distances of states, instead of assigning hard labels (lines 26 and 28).
Third, the short-sighted horizon, h, is set to infinity with probability ψ, allowing Ss,pi
to be explored fully.
In more detail, the algorithm works as follows. Given a state s, Algorithm 18
expands all states in Ss,pi up to distance 2h, and checks if all of these are -consistent
(lines 15-16); the notion of distance to use is specified by the function w (see line
20). If all of the states found are -consistent, the algorithm then modifies -distance
estimates according to the distance—from s—at which the state was first found (lines
23-28). If it turns out that Ss,pi lies completely within the horizon 2h (when variable
all is true), then d(s
′) is set to ∞ for all states found, since this condition is the
usual requirement for correctly hard-labeling states.
Note that, in the case where only finite -distances can be assigned (line 28),
our distance estimate slightly departs from Definition 11. A more accurate estimate
would be d(s
′) ← 2t − d, considering that there are -consistent states at distances
t to 2t from the initial state s. Similarly, we could also have assigned -distances for
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all states found up to distance 2t, instead of only for those at distance ≤ t (line 27).
However, we took the more conservative approach shown here because it is equivalent
to a more robust version of FLARES; one that labels the same set of states, but that
uses soft labels instead. But, in contrast to FLARES, the use of soft-labeling allows
the planner to explore, with some probability, states that it has previously labeled as
“probably solved”.
Finally, what are good labeling functions to use? Intuitively, we want increasing
functions of the -distance, to encourage sampling towards states that are “more
likely” to be far away from convergence. In our experiments we consider the following
labeling functions, for the case when t > 0:
• Linear: L(s) , β−α
t
d(s) + α
• Logistic: L(s) , 1
1+ 1−α
α
exp{− 1
t
ln
(1−α)β
α(1−β) ·d(s)}
• Exponential: L(s) , α exp{1
t
ln β
α
· d(s)}
where α and β are parameters that represent the desired labeling probability for
d(s) = 0 and d(t), respectively. In all cases, we assume that L(s) = 0 if d(s) < 0
and L(s) = β if d(s) ≥ t.
5.3 Experiments
In this section we empirically evaluate the use of soft labeling for approximately
solving SSPs, denoting the combination of Algorithms 17 and 18 as SOFT-FLARES.
The goal of these experiments was to demonstrate that the general soft labeling
framework can produce algorithms competitive with state-of-the-art methods, both
in terms of expected cost and total planning time. We compared different vari-
ants of SOFT-FLARES to several SSP solvers: RFF (Teichteil-Ko¨nigsbuch et al., 2010),
LRTDP (Bonet and Geffner, 2003a), FLARES, HDP (Bonet and Geffner, 2003b),
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BRTDP (McMahan et al., 2005), and SSIPP (Trevizan and Veloso, 2014). We did
not perform extensive experiments with LABELED-SSIPP, since preliminary experi-
ments indicate that run time was never better than that of LRTDP. Similarly, we did
not compare with VPI-RTDP (Sanner et al., 2009) as it seems to be easily affected
by the quality of initial upper bounds; in our experiments we have been unable to
reproduce the results in (Sanner et al., 2009).
Algorithm Exp. cost Time (seconds)
SOFT-FLARES-T-EXP(4) 89.44± 1.62 5.50
LRTDP 91.63± 1.71 12.56
FLARES(4) 91.70± 1.55 5.72
HDP(0) 92.16± 1.65 8.83
SSIPP(8) 92.29± 1.68 19.15
BRTDP 93.73± 1.83 12.97
Table 5.2: Expected cost and total planning of several planning algorithms on the
sailing domain (middle-goal).
Algorithm Exp. cost Time (seconds)
SOFT-FLARES-T-EXP(2) 177.32± 2.32 9.34
LRTDP 177.81± 2.50 16.93
BRTDP 178.70± 2.40 45.21
HDP(0) 179.63± 2.42 13.81
FLARES(3) 179.72± 2.37 11.67
SSIPP(4) 191.03± 2.57 25.64
Table 5.3: Expected cost and total planning of several planning algorithms on an
instance of the sailing domain (corner-goal).
We use the notation ALGORITHM(X) to denote the short-sighted horizon, X, used
by the algorithm. In the case of SOFT-FLARES and SSIPP, the notation
ALGORITHM-DIST-LABEL; refers to a distance function, DIST, (D for depth, T for
trajectory probability, or P for plausibility), and a label function, LABEL, (LINear,
LOGistic, or EXPonential). In all cases we used α = 0.1 and β = 0.9 for SOFT-FLARES.
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For SOFT-FLARES, we also set ψ = 0, since we will evaluate the quality of the re-
sulting policies empirically. We used the hmin heuristic (Bonet and Geffner, 2003a),
pre-computed for all states before planning started. We evaluated different param-
eterizations of the algorithms with distances from 0 to 4 for HDP, FLARES and
SOFT-FLARES, distances in {1, 2, 4, 8} for SSIPP, and values of ρ = 2−5 and ρ = 2−4
for TRAJECTORY-BASED-SSIPP (Trevizan and Veloso, 2012); we report the results of
the parameterizations with the best expected cost in the problems considered.
All experiments were performed on Xeon E5-2680 v4 @ 2.40GHz computers. The
performance of a planner is evaluated by running simulations of the partial policy
implied by the algorithm’s action selection, and computing the resulting expected
cost and total time spent on planning. We reset any internal state of the algorithms
before each simulation starts, to evaluate their performance in a one-shot planning
task. Note that this is harder than typical competition settings, where planners are
allowed to reuse computation from previous simulations. Actions are selected greedily
on the current value estimates, and we allow the algorithm to re-plan if necessary,
adding the accrued time to the total. For SSIPP, the algorithm re-plans before each
action, for HDP re-planning is done as described by (Bonet and Geffner, 2003b), and
for SOFT-FLARES it is done whenever a soft-label check fails.2
5.3.1 Sailing Domain
Our first evaluation benchmark is the sailing problem (Kocsis and Szepesva´ri,
2006). We evaluated on two instances of this domain, both with size 40× 40 (12,801
states), differing in the goal location (corner or middle of the grid). We consider
the performance of the algorithms when there is no time limit per action, consider-
ing the following stopping criteria (whichever happens first): successful label checks
for FLARES, SOFT-FLARES, and HDP; 1000 trials for LRTDP, BRTDP, FLARES, and
2The code to reproduce these experiments will be available once anonymity is no longer needed.
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SOFT-FLARES; a single simulated trial reaching a goal for SSIPP. Tables 5.2 and 5.3
show the expected costs and total planning times of these experiments, averaged over
250 simulations; standard errors are also shown for the expected cost (the variance for
the planning time was negligible). In both of the problem instances considered, a pa-
rameterization of SOFT-FLARES was able to achieve the policy with the best expected
cost, while requiring less planning time than the remaining algorithms. Incidentally,
the best parameterization of SOFT-FLARES involved the trajectory probability dis-
tance and exponential labeling functions, although other parameterizations achieved
similar performance. These results suggest that our soft labeling framework is flex-
ible enough to produce a diverse set of planners having different trade-offs between
quality and computational time.
Algorithm Exp. cost Time (seconds)
FLARES(4) 26.66± 0.35 8.37
SOFT-FLARES-T-EXP(3) 26.88± 0.36 4.06
HDP(3,0) 26.93± 0.39 4.07
BRTDP 27.24± 0.37 9.25
SSIPP(8) 27.51± 0.39 28.40
LRTDP 27.62± 0.41 12.13
Table 5.4: Expected cost and total planning of several planning algorithms on the
racetrack domain (ring-5).
Algorithm Exp. cost Time (seconds)
SOFT-FLARES-D-LOG(2) 11.46± 0.08 0.82
LRTDP 11.52± 0.11 35.39
SSIPP(8) 11.57± 0.11 32.40
BRTDP 11.64± 0.07 2.70
FLARES(3) 11.65± 0.11 2.67
HDP(2,0) 11.66± 0.11 0.21
Table 5.5: Expected cost and total planning of several planning algorithms on the
racetrack domain (square-4).
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Algorithm p01 p02 p03 p04 p05 p06 p07 p08 p09 p10
TRIANGLE-TIREWORLD
SOFT-FLARES 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 49 49 41
RFF 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 0 0 0
TRAJECTORY-BASED-SSIPP 50 50 48 46 46 38 40 33 42 31
EX-BLOCKSWORLD
SOFT-FLARES 45 15 17 21 50 48 50 27 23 1
RFF 31 7 25 10 50 12 41 6 5 0
TRAJECTORY-BASED-SSIPP 0 0 31 26 50 46 0 0 0 0
Table 5.6: Number of runs in which planners were able to successfully reach the goal
for two IPPC’08 domains.
5.3.2 Racetrack Domain
Our second evaluation benchmark is the racetrack domain, first proposed in (Barto
et al., 1995), with the modifications described in Chapter 3. We used a probability of
0.20 for slipping, and a probability of 0.10 for randomly changing accelerations. We
experimented with two problems instances, one with 92,909 states (ring-5) and one
with 400,270 states (square-4). The results are shown in Tables 5.4 and 5.5, respec-
tively. In the two problem instances considered a parameterization of SOFT-FLARES
was among the best two planners, both in terms of expected cost and total planning
time. These results offer additional evidence in favor of the utility of soft labeling as
a framework for probabilistic planning.
5.3.3 International Planning Competition Domains
We assessed the scalability of SOFT-FLARES to problems with very large state
spaces, using two domains from the International Planning Competition held in 2008
(the last competition involving goal-based MDPs) (Bryce and Buffet, 2008). We used
problems 1-10 from domains TRIANGLE-TIREWORLD and EX-BLOCKSWORLD. As
typical in competition settings, we gave planners 20 minutes to successfully complete
50 runs of each problem. For SOFT-FLARES, we used t = 2, an exponential labeling
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function and the inadmissible FF heuristic (Bonet and Geffner, 2005). We compare the
performance of SOFT-FLARES with our implementation of RFF (Teichteil-Ko¨nigsbuch
et al., 2010), the winner of IPPC’08, and with trajectory-based SSIPP (Trevizan and
Veloso, 2012), using ρ = 0.25 and the hadd heuristic (SSIPP code provided by the orig-
inal author); all experiments were run on the same machine. The results, shown in
Table 5.6, demonstrate that SOFT-FLARES is able scale to very large problems, outper-
forming state-of-the-art planners in two probabilistically interesting domains (Little
and Thiebaux, 2007). Crucially, it outperforms RFF, without relying on a classical
planner to speed up computation, providing convincing evidence that soft labeling
is a promising framework for scalable and performant probabilistic planning. Note
that for TRAJECTORY-BASED-SSIPP, the original work reports 50 in every triangle-
tireworld instance (Trevizan and Veloso, 2012), but we could not reproduce these
results using the original code.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
This thesis studied scalable algorithms for solving Markov Decision Processes,
based on novel paradigms for efficient state-space exploration. Our contributions
push the state-of-the-art in MDP solution methods, and offer flexible frameworks
upon which other efficient and high-performing algorithms can be built. In this
chapter we briefly discuss the main results of this thesis, and then offer directions for
future research.
6.1 Summary of Contributions
6.1.1 Mkl -reductions
In Chapter 3, we introduced the Mkl -reduction for MDPs, a model reduction
framework that generalizes the popular single-outcome determinization approach, re-
sulting in a more robust, yet computationally efficient, planning paradigm. The main
idea behind the Mkl -reduction is to prune sections of the state space by classifying
transition outcomes into one of two types, primary outcomes or exceptional outcomes.
Given an outcome classification, planning is done on a modified MDP in which any
trajectory can have at most k exceptions: that is, after k exceptions have occurred on
a trajectory, the model assumes only primary outcomes are possible. The parameter
l represents how many outcomes, at most, are considered primary in the transition
function of any state-action pair. Thus, for example, a single-outcome determiniza-
tion is an instance of an M01-reduction.
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By allowing the agent to plan for more than just a single primary outcome, a
planner using a Mkl -reduction is able to compute, as we show in our experiments,
near-optimal plans orders of magnitude faster than when planning using the original,
non-reduced, model. Moreover, we show how the parameters k and l allow the agent
to trade-off computational cost for policy quality.
Importantly, a key result from the research presented in Chapter 3 is that the
choice of reduction (i.e., the choice of primary outcomes) is crucial. Indeed, it can
make the different between optimal behavior and catastrophic performance, even
when using a deterministic reduction. Building on this insight, we presented a greedy
approach for learningMkl -reductions for a given planning domain, which was used to
learn the reductions used in our experiments.
In Chapter 4 we introduced FF-LAO*, an algorithm that directly leverages the
structure ofMk1-reductions to gain computational efficiency. In particular, for MDPs
described using factored domain languages like PPDDL, it is possible to create a
deterministic version of the original problem in the same language, which can then
be solved efficiently using out-of-the-box classical planners (e.g., FF). Thus, since a
Mk1-reduction becomes deterministic in states with exception counters equal to zero,
the planner can replace a full search in the deterministic state space with a call to a
highly optimized classical planner, which is typically orders of magnitude faster.
We also introduce an approach to learn the best determinization to use, by doing
an exhaustive search in the space of action schema representations (i.e., before actions
are grounded with the predicates of a particular problem). Our experiments show
that the combination of an appropriate determinization choice, and the use of a fast
classical planner results in state-of-the-art performance in challenging planning do-
mains with billions of states. Moreover, the ability to use the full model by increasing
k allows FF-LAO* to produce better policies when determinization alone is not robust
enough.
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6.1.2 Soft Labeling
In Chapter 5 we introduced soft labeling, a general algorithmic paradigm for
solving SSPs that results in more efficient state-space exploration, while achieving
near-optimal performance. In contrast to the Mkl -reduction, soft labeling works by
altering the sampling strategy of a search algorithm, rather than changing the under-
lying model used for value computation. We started our discussion of soft-labeling
by first proposing a variant of RTDP, called FLARES, that uses a short-sighted form
of labeling for terminating trials early, potentially pruning large sections of the state
space. Since a near-equivalent version of this algorithm can instead sample from
the distribution of unlabeled states, we can see this approach as a form of outcome
selection.
Building on this insight, we then generalize the behavior of FLARES, by grounding
it as a specific instance of our new soft labeling framework. In contrast to determin-
istic labels, soft labels work by decreasing the probability of sampling labeled states
during exploration, rather than completely preventing the planner from visiting these
states again. Since this prevents the possibility of starving states during the search,
the soft labeling technique can be leveraged to produce algorithms with guarantees
of optimality in the limit.
Our soft-labeling framework characterizes different instances according to the
choice of short-sighted measure and the labeling function to use. To formalize the
notion of short-sighted measure, we introduced the concept of -distance, a heuristic
measure for how close the value of a state is from convergence to -optimality. The
labeling function determines how much the probability of sampling a state decreases
as a function of -distance. Using different combinations of -distances and labeling
functions, we can devise many different planners based on soft-labeling. Our exper-
iments shows that instances of this framework can outperform state-of-the-art SSP
solvers, illustrating its power.
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6.2 Future Work
The results reported in this thesis suggest that both Mkl -reductions and soft
labeling have significant potential as frameworks upon which efficient and robust MDP
solvers can be built. On the other hand, there are several directions for improvement
and future work.
The performance of algorithms likeMkl -REPLAN and FF-LAO* hinges on access to
goodMkl -reductions for the planning problems to be solved. While we have provided
two methods that are good initial steps in these direction, both of these build on the
assumption that a reduction learned on a small problem instance of a domain will
carry over to other instances. The conditions under which this assumption is true
are not well understood, and it will be beneficial to formally characterize domains in
which it is guaranteed to hold.
Another interesting direction would be to develop methods for learning contextual
reductions, in which the choice of primary outcomes for a given action is a function of
state features, rather than a single reduced schema universally applied to all states.
Although using universal reductions resulted in highly effective planner performance
in our experiments, it is possible that many other planning domains would require a
more refined choice of reduction.
Conversely, one of the benefits of the soft labeling framework is that it does not
depend on learning a reduced model ahead of time. On the other hand, the choice
of labeling function and -distance can have significant impact in the performance
of the algorithm. Thus, a deeper study of the theoretical and empirical properties
of different combinations of distance and labeling functions, as well as developing
additional—more principled—functions, is an immediate direction for future research.
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